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A little bit of springtime,
A little bit of snow,
A little bit of summer,
Then wintry winds that blow,
Thus the ohanging seasons
In an hour's time do go.
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Mammoth Red Cob White Dtuct
The largest yielding and most saMiactorv
Lute white Corn orfered.

Have Claims.
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DR. FENNER'S

GOLDEN KING
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W. S. Davidson With Home
Telephone Company—
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OWAL TOILET CO..
$10.20; Privates Arthur G. Armitage,
TENN. OM; John H. Benson, $2.66; Clift
lb Hopkibeville by L. L. ElR.0 Hardwick,) 4. Johnson and Benson, $2.56; Ernest Brown, $2 56;
Higgins.
George A. Bloke, $8 83; Benjamin F.
Collier, $9 66; 'Frank Cobb, $2.76;
The South Ken Thomas Cundlif, $10.20; Andrew J
sticky Building dt Campbell, $10.20; Samuel Ferree,
Loan Association ON;Robert Hoskins, $2.56; Robert
will help you on Jackson, $2.56; Letcher H. Jones,
easy monthly pay; $2.56; Joseph L.Long,$265; William
meats.
R. Lofthoused $10.20; Oda M. Morgan,$10 211; John H. Morgan, $10.20;
If you want to Newton Mormon, $2.56; Jolla L.
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H. W. Tibbs, Agt.
Do Your
1.

GUTTERS
LEAK?
If sc, you should have them
attended to at once PO as to
catch the Pprillg rains foryour
summer water supply.
Let us do this work for you
and it will then h. sure to be
done right.

L E. ADWELL,
No, 11, Virbrinia St.,
HopMnevillq, Ky.
.44444+4-04•4

I

Roses, Carnations, Smilax
•
Ferns, etc.
Floral Designs a Specialty.
Vegetable Seeds From
Our Own Cardens.
We haves lot if extra selected seed
or White Evergreen Sweet Corn—
eery choice. Call at Greehouses or

Cumb. No.5, or
Home 1011.
er++,•4444-+444-144-0444444+444.
Tennessee Central Railroad
Company.

Was in TOrture all the Time.
H d Pains in His Back.

EDS

FORMER CITIZEN

For 1ale

Arthur W. Hoge, 'who has had
charge of the Home "Telephone company since the construction of the
Hopkinsville system, has gone East
on business and will be .engaged iii
New York and Pennsylvania tor
some time. W. S. Davison, a popu
lar and capable business man, has
been engaged by the company and
will in time likely be made manager
of the local system. Gustav Mimi),
who had charge of the installation
of the Home 'phones here has ri.
turned with his family to Hopkins.
rule which will be his headquarters.

(From Saturday's Daily)
The many friends of R.H.TomlinOrme,$266; Willie Ponder, $256.
son will learn with profound regret
In order to collect tbe amount clue,
of his death, which occurred at his
and set opposite the uame of each
home, No. 127 Noble avenue, Deltas.
soldier, it will be necessary for the
Texas, of pneumonia.
said soldier, if living, to go before a
Mr. Tomlinson Came to Christian
notary publio of his home city or
county in 1874 from •Clarksville.
town, or some one having the right
Tenn., and lived it Lafayette until
or authority to administer oaths and
'he last of January, 11438, when he
entitled to official seal, and have a
went tp Dallas, where he had since
power of attorney (the form of
made his home. He was a painter
which is shown in the Gimlet)prop.
and contractor by trade and had usrly made and acknowledged, forcumulated some property since hb
Leave HopkInivIle.
warding same. together with a self.
went to Texas. He leaves a widow
to
envelope
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snd sit children.
(From Saturday's Daily)
the Adjutant General's Department,
Mr. Tomlinson was a consistent
The family of J. B. Woods retuov.
Frankfort, Ky., in order that a safe
member of the Christian church, and ed from the city today It. their home
return of a check for the amount dne
was about fifty-five years of age.
"Shadystde" in the Howell vicinity.
the said soldier may be made. Every
The best wishes of a 1a7ge carols of
soldier entitled to any amount whatMiss Sue Wilkins died last night friends accompany them.
soever has the privilege of appoint- at 11:30 o'clock at the home of her
ing whomsoever he desires as his at- brother-in-law, Frank M. Mullen, on
There Is one rational way
torney in fact, but in order to remit- West 19th street. Consumption was to treat nasal catarrh; the medicine
is applied direct to the affected memtate matters and save Inc expense the cause of death. She was a noble
brane. The remedy is Ely's Cream
which is almost bound to be incurred Christian woman and a consistent Balm. It restores the inflamed tie
if an attorney in fact is appointed meniber of the Cumberland Presby- dues to a healthy state without dryother than a resident of Frankfort, terian church. A wide. circle of ing
the life out of them and it
gives back the lost senses of taste
the name of Brigadier-General friends mourn her loss. Funeral ser- and
smell. The sufferer who Is tired
Percy Hely, attorney general of the vices will be held Sunday morning of •aiii experiments should use
Cream Balm. Druggist, twilit for 60
state, and that of Captain Mervin at 9.30 o'clock at the residence, con- eta.
Ely Brothers,63 Warren street.
and
fuod
the
of
Portent, paymaster
ducted by the Rev. Dr. J. L. Wyatt, New York, will mail it.
chief clerk adjutant general's office, and the remains will be interred at
have been inserted in the form fur- Fairview.
nished by the state.
"Better than Any Other
If ti e soldier be dead and his heirs
Travis Edwin Underwood, the inclaim the money due him, tali adidnfant B011 of Mr. and Mrs.Tom Undervit will he made, setting forth the
wood, who reside on O'Neal avenue,
following facts: Name of the soldied of a complication of diseases o
dier, company and regiment to which
March 27. The child was born March
he belonged; thap said 'soldier de8. `no remains were interred near
;
parted this life intestate; the count.
Antioch, the former home of the paand kat, in which he died; the aate
rents. Mr. and Mrs. Underwood
4.: his death, and that the person or
have the sympathy of many friends
Ars s.
persons making the claim are his
in their bereavement.
heirs at law and legally entitled to
Why Is It Better? Becouto It make* the
the money. This sill Javit must be
After an illness of several months clothes whiter and cleaner. Beekuse you save
executed before an 'Meer with a seal, of consumption, Lucy, the eleven- half in cost—a Sc package r laces a FULL
41U Itl*. You pay ten cents for as much
as in the ea se of power of attorney year-old daughter of W. R. Four- of other Bluing. Try It: •,:et It To-flay!
Sold by all srocers. Ask by it; take no other.
Full Semple package by m,sIl,5 cents.
/D*1.min, died Wednesday at her faCo.,
ther's hone near Graces'. Funeral The Jimerlean Pharrnacal

WASH BLUE

services were held Thursday by Rev.
W. F. Cwthmen, of this city, avid the
At a meeting of the executive corn interment took place in the Cox bumittee of the southern fair circuit rying ground.
held at Nashville the following
Bowling
dates were agreed oil:
Mrs. Hanbery Hurt.
Green, four day's. August 23-28; MurMrs. Thos. Hanbery, of Cadiz, fell
freesboro, four days, August 30-September 2; Shelbyville, four days, down a flight of eteps at her home
September 6 9; Columbia, five days,
September 12-18; Florence,four days,
September 2C-23; Huntsville three
days,September 26-27; Chattanooga,
days, Sep-,ember 3340;
three
Athens, four days, October 2-6;
Birmingham, ten days, October 4-14;
Selma, five days, October 17-21.
Alex C. Smith, Bowling Green,
was elected Vie.) presidentfrom Kentucky, and J. L. Jenkins, Bowling
Green, a director. Hardin R.
Thomas, Columbia, and Eugene
Fie",Birmingham, were also elected
directors, and W. F. Garth, Huntaville, • member ..of the executive

The Metropolitan Opera Co., with
Ho people in "Parallel" will give one
performance in Nashville April 29th.
This company is considered the finest troupe on the road in the United
States. Very low rates will be quoted by the Tennessee Central for the
oessalon. For further information
eommittes.
R. Mallon, agent.
&FP17 to

BLOOD.

The Imperial Tobacco Company
has purchased the Higgins property,
Art always the most econonaca •.1 use.
860 by 260 feet, on the Louisville &
AWASIDED SOLD MEDAL ST. LOUR, 1004.
Nashville railroad, near the water
'3eade,
t stocks of Vegeta Weald Fl over
Dr. Fenner, Fredonia, N. Y.
c. pa, Grass and o'er' cods, Seed eA
lia%,etEa
Aha
L
g.,
tank,
in the north suburbs, and will
Illlist,
Means,
Soy
Pear.
Cow
Potatoes,
le
Dear Sir:—Some six months age e
erect a large factory.
friend recommended to me your justly
DESCRIPTIVE C,TALOGUE MAILED
FREE. WRIT. FOR IT TODAY.
The Imperial is one of the greatcelebrated Kidney and Backache Cum
W000,STU883 * CO., Stedman.
est tobacco companies in the world,
I was at that time suffering intensely,;7%44
alENTuCKV.
and the permanent location of one of
from pains in my back.
its large factories in Hopkinsville
My work daily aggravated the coiwill prove an important factor in the
plaint and I was in torture all the time.
commercial development of the city.
After taking two bottles of your we&
Though the local representatives
eine I was relieved and two mere ONII.
of the Imperial have made no anpletely cured me. I feel like s new awa
uouncetnent in reference to the cost
now thanks to your Remedy, and Wmof the new factory, ills learned that
ftatingly recommend it to those suffering
DIES AT HIS HOME IN it will bean immense brink building,
Sincerely yours,
as I was.
TEXAS,
equipped with the most modern maHoward Sproule,
chinery, and will be erected at an
797 Agate St., St. Paul, Minn.
expense of between $60,000 and $75,
Sold by Druggists, 50o. and $1. Get Cook Book and Treadle al
Miss Sue .WIlkIne a Victim 000.
K. M. Fenner, X.D., Fredonia,LT.
the Kidneys—
It will afford employment to a
of CoesumptIon—ChIldren
by R. C.Hardwick.
large number of people.
Taken.

KUE RIBBON

Cut Flowers! DATESAGREE0 UPON
At OsKlawn
[Greenhouses

HE

Don't become dlscoitraled. There Is a. cure for you. If nece.-aary write Dr. reams"
Be ham spout tt. lifetl toe eutliug just such cases as yours. All consul ations ran.

Mr. Hoge's Work.

The hest early large yellow.
Full stocks of other superior sorts. Write
for lha and prices and improve voor Crops.

The New Era-is in receipt of a general circular from the office of Attor
uey General Haley, cc taining a complete list of all Kentucky soldiers of
the Spanish-American war who ale
owed any amounts for their services. The circular contains full instructions for collecting claims and
all other neceisary information. The
complete list of all unpaid soldiers
of Co."E", organised in Hopkins-

ne

All Diseases et Vs
kidneys, bladder, and
urinary organs.
Also catarrh, 'heart
disease, gravel, dropsy,
rheumatism, backache,
female troubles.

yesterday and broke her arm besides sustaining other painful injuries. Her son, Judge J. T. Hanbery,
went to Cadiz yesterday afternoon
to attend her bedside.

D n't Experiment
I. With 111-Fiffing Hamm
We are /Sere to make harness that will fit and
make it ciut of the best leather, and you will
will have the satisfaciion of knowing it is no
experirmint, for we make for the best people in this county.
Now hit tie call your attention to the fact
that we ake selling the

Best Makes of Wagons:
Birdsell,lOwensboro and Millburn. There
is none s'F•ld in this town that are anything
like as ge•od as these three standard makes.

Nadirs Hardware Col
iHopkinsville, Ky.
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Established 1544.
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H. L. Ltbkeucher, Maker.

E. B. LONG,
Pres.
,

W. T. TANDY,
Cashier.

JAS A YOUNG,Jr
Asst. Cashier -

‘691

The Great Business Training
School of Louisville
offers the latest and best
methods, and the most complete course of study in

$60,000.00

Surplus an1 Undivided Profits..-$70,000.00
The.urpii4s of this bank is larger than that of all other
Banks in Christian liouoty combined; and in proportion to Capital ranks
among the first in le State of Kentucky. Every dollar of this surplus bas
been earned, indica ing the success and strength of this institution.

•4444+41.404-9444444444444.+44

1

Dr. Edwards, specialty eye,
ear, nose and throat. Test made
for glasses. Phoenix Building,
Main St., Hopkinaville

44.44-.44+4+44.44.+++++++++•

Kodol Dyspepsia Ours
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p, Shorthand, Typewriting and other branches
pertaining to

BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Able and experienced teachers.
School open the entire year.
students may enter at any time.
-4EGANT CIATALOGIJBQFREE
'WRIGHT, Pres.,
N. E.Car.II and Walnut 8ts.

Coulaviiic;Itv.

WHITE'S CREAM

E
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LIAM H. JESUP
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ASSOCIATION CONTROLS

Want your moustache or beard

MENT ANNOUNCED.

THE SITUATION.

ibeautifal brown or rich black? Use

Beautiful Hopkinsville Belle Practically Nothing Done In
Way of Sales During the
To Marry Prominent

•.;eat About the Farmers
• Protective Association.

,
41w

MISS MASSIE'S ENCACE

Young Physician.

t beddine Sugar-coated;
Lid, certain. They cure
tonal adon.
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Did Yoti See

Month of March.

Mle3
*DO Ve

Within the past ten days I have
The month just past was very quiet
Col. and Mrs. Jouett Henry ana great number of letters and
in
the Hopkinsville tobacco market,
nounce the engagement of Mrs.
Allophones from farmers inquiring
Henry's niece, Miss Mamie Massie, and practically nothing was done in
t the Farmers' Association and
to Dr. J. Clay Ross, of Louisville, the sale of hogshead tobacco, only
,y11.11ire to send their tobacco.aud when
Ky. The marriage will take place twenty hogsheads changing hands.
Al Will be sold. Xhere seems to be a
at Grace church on the evening of There was no sampling, the trade
Many planters that do not fully
June 6, and the officiating clergy- standing still waiting the results of
tand the wcrkings of the as'44.4
man will be the rector, the Rev. the farmers' organization of which
on. F.)r the benefit of those
much is expected. Quite free deGeorge C. Abbitt.
PIONS have asked and may inquire, I DEMOCRATIC TICKET SE- The announcement
will cause un- liveries are being made and prizing
4,24221 to some extent to explain.
LECTED IN TRICC.
usual interest in HopkInsville socie- is going on, and the tobacco is being
Vlisiagsgelatson hasestablished sale
ty, as the bride-to-be is one of its placed in warehouses subject to sale
It was the largtst shiprrient ever re4#002112 both at Chat ksville and Hopmost popular and lovely members. by the executive committee of the
and a salesman at each Republicans In Ca Id we I I No young
received here by any Ole. We can
lady in the city has a planters' association.
Mr. Charles Warfield is the NOmInate
Loose deliveries of tobacco sold
wider circle of friends. The fortunCandidates For
please you as to design, c lor and genat Clarksville, and Mr. C.
ate gentlemen who has won her early in the season are coming in,
Various Offices.
eral
effect and will pleas you as to
'MI MOM the salesman at Hopkinsheart ls &prominent young physician but very little 'tobacco is being sold
These two salesmen will grade
price. If you do not see
formerly of Warsaw, Ky., where his at present.
ats;ur line you
,-iusep pries the tobacco, acting in eonSales on the loose floor during the
father is a large land owner and inwill fail lo see the best
rtrpent to be
The Trigg county Democratic priii with each other and subject
fluential citizen. He has been a suc- month of March were small, prices
found
in
the
the approval of Mr. Ewing and mary was held Saturday, and nomicity.
cessful practitioner for some time ranging from 8@,4 for lug; and 6lOyi
ihho exeeative committee, so there nations were made as follows: For
and at present Is connected with St. for leaf. Most of the tobacco offered
.4,910pim2 possibly be any difference in representative, Henry R. Lawrence;
Anthony's hospital at Louisville and was small crops of common grade.
pries realised, whether your to- for county judge, G. B. Bingham; completing
Prices on old tobacco sold ranged
a course in surgery in the
is in Clarksville or Hopkins- !or county attorney, John Kelly; for
as
follows: Lugs, 40:5; common leaf,
Louie-0111e Medical College.
Miss
You must remember. that sheriff, W.C. Broadbent, for county
Massie has been spending the winter 646; medium leaf, 6(l7; good leaf,
clerk, Fay Wallace; for jailer, W.
Ither Hopkinevile nor Clarksville
in Louisville. She and Dr. Ross met 7(48.
•anything to do with the selling H. Timmons; for superintendent of
The inspectors' report shows re- .4-4+++++44444-04-•-•+++
soon after she went there and, their
e tobacco. It will be wholly and county schools, Alfred Cunningham;
ceipts
for the past month to be 980
acquaintance ripening into love, the
y managed by the officers of for assessor, H. P. Atwood.
e's.e*V"'NeNeW'Y'S/"Ne'Ne'Y'S"."."11M firMikeilre
interesting announcement made by hogsheads, as compared with 860
••••••••••••
Messrs. Lawrenee, Bingham and
•••
1141Misoclation, and the tobacco will
Col. ar.d Mrs. Heary is the happy re- hogsheads for the same time last
.1242nold as soon as it is prised in suit Kelly are Inciumbents.Mr.Lawrence,
year;
receipts
for
the
year 1,160 hogswho is renominated for representa- sult. Scores of friends join the New
It quantities to justify the sales.
heads, as compared with 405 hogsEra
in
anticipating
the
auspicious
have been asked by a great many tive, is the editor of the Cadiz Record
union with cordial good wishes and heads last year; sales for past month,
Call the tobacco bad to be prized be. and a popular member of the Hot20 hogsheads as compared with 340
congratulation
s.
' there will be a sale
made. To kinsville Elks lodge. He is a canhogsheads last year; sales for the
I say uo. There are about 60 didate for speaker of the next house
A Night Attack.
year 298 hogsheads, as compartd
gi houses in the dark district. of representatives with rosy prosLast night the little daughter of with 837 hogsheads
last year; ship•
Mrs. Brown, as she sweetly and
.Conte,Simmons & Co., have pects of election.
ments for last month 812 hogsheads,
peacefully slept in her little bed near
By a lucky purchase we are 4ble to offer a limemployed to supervise the prizas compared with 888 hogsheads last
The Caldwell county Republican the window, was attacked by &death
number of high grade and up•to-date bicycles
ited
and they are good tobacco men
dealing demon known as croup year; shipments for the :year 1,143
formerly selling at $35 and $40, at $20, or fitted
fully competent to attend to it primary election held Saturday re- whooping cough, and hut for the hogsheads, as
compared with 961
with coaster brrke for $25. This is a rare oppor'Would suggeot that if it is more sulted in the nomination of D. B. Bla- timely use of Kennedy's Laxatime hogsheads last
year; stock on sale
lock
for
county
judge,
thus
tunity
to get a sure enough god bicycle cheap.
defeating
Honey
and
Tar,
which
she always 1,494
vettient and the least cost, to
hogsheads, as compared with
This price is good for only 30 ays and they will
your tobacco to Clartsville W. S. Randolph, the "invincible," keeps haudy, the life of the little one 1,281 hogsheads
last year: stock sold
who has been a Republican nominee might not have been saved. Kenne.
all probably be gone long before that time, so
is the place to send it. If it is
583 hogsheads, as compared with 476
dy's
Laxative
Honey
and
Tar
ie
difcome early.
convenient and Wee cost to and officeholder for twenty-five ferent from all of the old time cough hogsheads last year; total stock on
years and who was never before de- syrups
hogsheads, as compared
it to Hopkinsville, then I would
and Is best for children be- hand 2027,
feated
in a party contest. W. H. cause it acts on the bowele, is harm- with 1,787 hogsheads last year.
you to send it to Hopkinsville.
•
Jones was nominated for representa- less, safe and certain. Contains no
a were to sell a thousand hob_
Ballard's Horehound Syrup. •
opiates. Sold by R C. Hardwick.
The fishing moison is on
f 11 blast and we are
lye. He is the Incumbent.
s or more at Pembroke or HowImmediately relieves hoarse, croupy ip
prepared
it.
for
stock
Our
fishing tackle is
of
Other
candidates
nominated
were:
Mations you would get just as
cough, oppressed rattling, rasping
best
the
the
•
rasonable
most
in
and
city
in price
For county clerk, John Lamb; for
and difficult breathing. Henry C.
for your tobacco as you could
county attorney, P. H. Darby; for
Stearns, druggist, Shullsburg, Wis., • When you are going fishing geG ycur; tackle
itsville or Hopkiniville.
writes, May 20, 1901: "I have been • from 118.
county assessor, Newman Jones; for
understand there are a number
This is the sixth and last week of selling Ballard's Horehound Syrup
sheriff,
Urey
Lamb,
for
coroner.
Cleo.
Don't forget that e carry a
en riding through the country,
the present term of court and it will for two years, and have never had a
full line of roped
soliciting for Clarksville, some Sigler; for jailer, William Smith ;for probably require the entire week to preparation that has given better
for all
•
satisfaction. I notice that when I
hinds of machiner.
ilapkineville and some trying to magistrate in Princeton district, Les- complete the business.
sell a bottle they come back for more. •
bay. Don't be led off by anybody. lie Richard.; for constable in Prince
I can honestly recommend it." 260,
ton district, Tom Cartwright.
Tile Association is not working for
On Saturday in the case of Otho
6Cio, $1 00 at L. L. Elgin's and AnderCaldwell county is very close be- Vaughan
Oily town, warehouseman or any
against Maud Brown son & Fowler's.
tween the Republicans and Demo- Vaughan
WM. It is working entirely for the
the defendant was granted
•
Sixth Stripe
Damage By Fire.
piotuotion of the farmers. This is crat', hence more tan ordinary in- an absolute divorce and restored to
•
terest
was
taken
in the primary.
her maiden name of Maud Brown.
the only farmers' organisation I ev••••••••••••••• ••!,1
0.411iSIDAI
de)
An alarm of fire was turned in this
er knew of in this country that
HEALTH 18 YOUTH
A. L. !stile. has filed suit for di- morning about 8 o'clock from the
looked like business. It is well orDisease and Sickness Bring vorce from hie wife, Elva It. Miles, residence of J. B. Redmond on West
ganised and growing stronger every
who it is alleged in the petition, has Nineteenth street. The department
Old Age.
day. Tobacco is in a strong posiHerbine,
taken
every
morning
be- abandoned the plaintiff aed is now responded promptly and although
tron." You are in the saddle and if
fore breakfast, will keep you in ro- living
in another state. The plaint- the blaze had gained considerable
you don't ride now Lt will be your bust
health, fit you to ward off disheadway it was soon extinguished.
()lea fault. Assort your tobacco ease. It cures constipation, bilious- iff is a citizen of Bennettstown.
The fire originated from a defective
well, tying the different colors and ness,dyspepsia, fever, skin, lives and
Steve Dulin vs. India J. Dulin and flee in the kitchen and the larger
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
!lengths separately, put it in good kidney complaints. It purifies the
blood
Wm.
and
Majors vs. Georgia Majors, are portion of the roof was destroyed and
clears
the
complexion.
order, send it in to the prizing housconsignmen
ts of Prized TObacco. Large, well
Solicit
Mrs. D. W. Smith, Whitney, Texas, the styles of two divorce suits, the considerable damage was done to the
es, take a look in the prizing houses writes April
comfortable
Loose
Floor. Flrompt personal attenlighted
8, 1902: "I have used
interior by water and smoke. The
yourselves, learn whatyou can about Herbine, and find it the beat medi- parties being colored. Abandonment
careful
sales ; quick returns; reaweights;
correct
house belonged to Mrs. T.:J.Blaine. tion;
classing and prizing, by next crop cine for constipation and liver is charged in each case.
sonable charges.
time you' may want to prize your- troubles. It does all you claim for it.
I can highly recommend it." 60 cts a Forget About Your Stomach The Right Name Is DeWitt.
selves.
DeWitt's Witch Hezel Salve coolsbottle at L. L. Elgin's and Anderson
II your digestion is bad the vital
think Mr. Ewing will bear me & Fowler.
organs of your body are not fed and soothes and heals cuts, burns, boils,
out in what I have said. If I have
S.
nourished as they should be. They bruises, piles and all skin diseases.
5Fr-rrii
ATT
'Is
i-'-;IT".-T-42 I II I .14'
Stepped In Hot Water,
made any mistake I will thank him
grow weak and Invite disease. Kodol K. E. Zickefoose, Adolph, W. Va..
"My
says:
daughter
little
had white
Dyspepsia Cure digests what you
to °onset it. Remember what I
J. W. Thomas, manager of the
eat, cures indigestion and all stomach swelling so bad that piece after piece
********
Say—go to the officers of your orHopkineville Gas company,met with troubles. You forget you have a of bone worked out of her leg. De,
gaislzation if you want advice. a painful accident
Witt'.
Witch
Hazel
Salve
cured
while at the plant stomach from the very day you beher." It is the most wonderful healTrusting this will be a satisfactory late Saturday
afternoon. In the plant gin taking it. This is because it gets
and sufficient answer to the many is a vat in the floor into
a rest —recuperates and gradually ing salve in Lhe world. Beware of
which runs
grows so strong and healthy that it counterfeits. Sold by R. C. Hardinquiries, I am,
water which has passed through the troubles
Always ready for instant service. lco dull blades,
you no more. Sold by R. C. wick.
Very respectfully,
no reboiling, no resharpening. Thel"Ever-Ready"
machinery and comes out heated Hardwick.
is a safety razor with that iuxuriou
W. H. JESUP,
lat11
' velvety stroke
nearly to the boiling point. This vat
Attention,
Farmers,
minutes
from
Two
er to clear skin.
is kept open for testing purposes and
Cures Coughs andiColds.
Two good shaves for orie cent.
For
Infants
and
Children.
Mr.
as
Thomas
walking
was
about
Mrs. C. Peterson, 625 Lake St., ToDon't plant inferior seed corn. InCOOK 411.'HIGGINS
peko Xansas, says: "Of all cough he forgot about the opetiinfl and crease your yield by planting careremedies Ballard's Horehound Syrup stepped into it with his left foot. The fully selected seed of pure varieties.
Bears the
is my favorite; it has done and will limb was severely scalded to the
have several bushel of Iteld's ImSignature of
do all that is claimed for t-qto speedproved
Yellow
Dent, one of the high..is. C..4
knee, and, while it Is very painful,
.7.1411
1-111.
-1
11.7 ours all (loughs and Golds—and it
est bred, and most prolific field oern
Thomas
Mr.
Is
able
out.
to
be
Is to sweet and pleasant to th•taste."
in America. I offer this corn at
WANT1M—Lady or gentleman
sle,60o, Woo bottle at L. L. Elgin'.
$1.60 per bushel, Telephone 6iti-1
of fair education to travel for a firm
CALMS WC!
gip Anderson è Fowler.
W.'1', Fowler, of $250,000.00 capital. salary, 11,071
1,41
Kind Yoe His Aiwa halt:
BereGe
per year and expenses; paid weekly.
Niemen
Address, with stamp, Joseph A.
Rangl
ft,
air
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That Pile of Wall Parer in Front o
Our Store a Few pays Ago?
‘4,

COUNTY PRIMARIES

Hopper& Kitchen
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COURT'S LAST WEEK

Bicycles at
Half- rice

Fishing T

••

•
• E.M• Mos Sc Co
The Abernathy I many,

1110111SE11e TobleCO Warchose
H. H. ABER ATHY, Manager

A Yard of Razors

CASTOR I A

The Kind You Have Always Bought

roursAtottintun

V..S4T

House Work is Hard Work with ut 00IrD DUST.

•

SNOT IN SALOON
WARD I(IRBY DESPERATELY WOUNDED.

•

I'RHmrON"NASG

COMMITIEE MEETS BABY MG'S
WONDERFUL CURE

BANK OF ,1HOPKINSVILLE

HOLDS SESSION AT CITY
Columbus, Ohio, May 20, 1903.
COURT ROOM.
Mx years ago I had a severe attack of
Orgahlzed In 186
Inflammatory Rheumatism. I waslaid up
In bed for me months, and the doctors.
'
Covered
from Head to Foot with
had did me no good. They changed medIsaiah Dunning Fired Bui• icines every week
Humours—Forty Boils on Head
and nothing they pre- Ticket Will Be Nominated
wribed seemed to help me. Finally I 11:telet.---Sald To Bo Old
at One Time— Doctors and Drug
rn the nse of S.S.S. My knee and elbow
On Fourth Monday In
joints were swollen tembly, and at one
Crudge.
Bills $100—Baby Grew Worse.
June.
time my joints were so swollen and painHENRY C. GItNT, PRESIDENT,
ful that I could not close them when
E. MCPHERSON, CASHI
opened. I was so bad that I could not
ER.
move knee or foot. I was.getting discourH. L. MCPHRRSON, ASST. CASHIER.
aged, you may be sure, when I Leon S. S.
(Special to New Eta,)
(From Monday's Daily.)
but as I saw it was helping me I continITH the largest combined capital
MANNINGTON, Ky., April 3.— 6.,
and surplus of any bank
ned it, and to-day I am a sound well man
The Democratic county committee
in Christian cotinty )we are
and
have
never
had a return of the disease.
Isaiah Dunning shot and probably
prepared to offer our customet at 11 o'clock this morning in the
mers every facility in te conduct
a S. S. purified my
of their business, and
fatally wounded Ward Kirby Satur- of this severe case blood and cured me
prompt, courteous treatmtint in every
of Rheumatism after city court room to consider the matGeorge
Mrs.
H.
Tucker,
detail.
Jr.,
333
everything else had failed. I have reeday night.
Greenfield Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.,
commended it to others with good re- ter of nominating a county ticket.
The tragedy occurred in Dunning's sults.
R. H. CELAPIIL&N.
The sub-committee which was ap- Is • grateful mother. "When six•
355 Mt. Vernon Ave.
saloon here but just across the Chrismonths old," she says,"my little girl
pointed to canvass the situation,
weighed a pound and a half less than
tian county line In Hopkins.
• The poisonous acids that produce the inflammation and pain are absorbed into the composed of Chairman James West, at birth. When one month old a scab
An old grudge, it is reported, oausblood and Rheumatism can never be con. Hunter Wood, Jr., W. H. Martin, formed on her face, spreading until it
od a quarrel between the men which quered till these are neutralized and fil.
completely covered her from head to
out of the blood and system. S. S. S. W. A. Radford and L. H. Harris, re- foot, followed by boils, having forty
ended in Dunning's shooting Kirby tered
goes directly into the circulation and at- ported that they were not prepare
d on her head at one time, and more on
with a pistol. The ball entered the tacks the disease itself. It purifies and reher body. Then her skin started to
to
submit
a
tentativ
e
ticket
stores
at
presthe
biood
to
a
healthy, vigorous
dry up, and it became so bad she
young man's head, just below the conditio
n. It contains no potash, alkali or ent, there being several caric'i bites could not shut her eyes to sleep. One
right eye. Doctors say he cannot remonth's treatment with Cuticura Soap
other strong min- for some
offiees while for other pla- and Ointment made
erals, but is guara complete cure,
cover.
anteed entirely ces no one lied offered, but that it and now my child is as large, strong,
Kirby has been working rtcently
and healthy as any child of her age.
vegetable. Write
us and our physi- was the recommendation of the sub- The doctor's and drug bills were over
at a saw mill.
cians will advise committee that a full ticket be nom- one hundred dollars, and my baby
Dunning surrendered today to the
grew worse all the
without any inated
at a time and manner to be spent less than five time. Then we
BooliKeeping,Peninanship,Spelling„Artta.
charge whatever.
dollars for Cutiproper authorities.
metic, Shorthand,
OUT book on Rheu- determined by the county commit- cura and cured her."
'ypewriting and Cot's'''.
matism sent free.
spondence taught
tee.
y experienced instant*.
Oatarrh Cannot be Cured
The Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, Ga
tors.
The report of the committee we,e
with local applications, as they can
Reasonable rates. Write for
adopted.
not reach the seat of the disease. CaTo Skin-Tortured Babies
prepare to enter at lteginning catalogue and
tarrh le a blood or constitutional disOn motion of Committeeman Marofterm.
ease, and in order to cure it you
and Tired Mothers.
tin, seconded by J. W. Riley, the
must take internal remedies. Hall's
The suficring which Cuticura Soap
o )mmittee voted to recommand to
Catarrh Cure is taken Internally and
and ointment have alleviated among
A.11 Cemetery Worn
the
district
committee the nomina- the young, and the comfort they have
acts directly on the blood and muat Lowest Prices.
tion of C. M. Meacham as state 89n-, afforded worn-out and worried parents,
cous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure
=MI
have led to their adoption in countis not a quack medicine. It was pre- TO BUILD SEWERACE SYS- ator for the Hopkius-Chis Ian dis- less homes as priceless
curatives for
scribed by one of t'-e best physicians
birth humours, milk crust, scalled
TEM HERE.
trict.
head, eczernas, rashes, and every form
In this country for years and is a
Numerous talks were made by of itching, scaly, pimply skin, and
regular prescription. It Is composed
Until further notice I MID,
scalp
humours, with loss of hair, of
members of the committee, candiof the best tonics known, combined
infancy and childhood. Guaranteed be found at F A Yost
(SE
6)..
South
Main Street
with the best blood purifiers, acting Contract for I... & N. Freight dates and other Democrats in re'er- absolutely pure.
cuilr nra Soap,Olatmeht, and P1ii,are fold throughout
directly on the mucous Surfaces. The
ence to the nomination of the counthe world. totter Drug & Chem. Corp., Roston, hulls
Depot Let--Business
Prop. es- Mae
Hew to Can klaby HUMUUM
perfect combination of the two inty ticket.
News of Interest
Atemm.
gredients is what produces such wonFinally, a motion of Committeederful results in miring catarrh.
man
J. B. Walker prevailed, fixing
Bend for testimonials free.
the date of nomination on June 26,
F.J. CHENEY & Co., Props., Tole(From Monday's Daily)
the fourth Monday in the month, at
do,0.
At the meeting of the city council which time the committee will inset
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- Friday nights franchise to build a at 10 o'clock a. m. At 2 p. m that
sewerage system will be applied for. day a mass meeting of Dcmocratic
stipation.
voters will be held to consider whatThe company financially supporting
ever rt commendation as to a ticket
I Adjudged Insane.
the enterprise and guaranteeing its the county ootntrit
tee may submit.
We:toon the
construction is the same that pro- A formal call for the convention will
for
Andrew Thon-.pson, a young man
the Osborne when poses to build a belt line connecting be issued in due time.
about 25 years of age and married.
,
comparatively a new •
the three railroads that enter the
living near Pryorsburg,was tried bemachine in this sec.
city. H. M. Dalton is at the head of Frightful Suffering Relieved.
Suffering frightfully from the virufore Judge Bugg Thursday afternoon
the company, which is composed of
ti,on. We have worned
lent poisous of undigested food, C.
and was adjudged of unsound mind
men of enterprise and capital. A G. Grayson
up
a
,
of
Lula.
Miss.,
trade on it;
took
and ordered taken to Hopkinsville
mass meeting of citizens will be Dr. King's New Life Pills,"is ith the
whic
h we could never
to the asylum. Ile is a son of J. M.
called for one night this week at the result," he writes, "that I we.
have done weie it not
Thompson, who formerly lived in
court house and the plans and pur- cured." Ali stomach and bowel disorders give way to their tonic, laxaskis county, but now resides in Tend machine ofgreat meposes of the company will be fully
tive properties. 25c at L. L. h'.1giti,
nessee.—Mayfleld Messenger.
rit.
Of the large num•
explained.
Anderson & Fowler's drug store,
ber sold last year eli
guaranteed.
A hearty appetite does not always
The Lniisville & Nashville Railgave perfect satisfac.
Indicate a healthy condition. It is road has awarded to the
But George Didn't.
Forbes
cot the quantity of food which is
Mon,and we could
Manufacturing Company the con'eaten but the quantity wolch is astesti
monials from ev+
The
Todd
County
tract
to
Times
build
large
a
freight
remarks
depot
:
similated which determines the acr-Ate. ear'
cry man that used one
tual value of the food consumed. If on the old site on East Ninth Street. "There are some things in this life
the stomach and organs of digestion It will be of brick,two stories high in that are indeed difficult to undrstaud
and nutrition cannot convert the the office put, steam heated
and in the minds of ordinary mortals.
food tnto nourishment, and into
equipped with all modern improve- Over in Christiau county old George
blood, then the food I. an Injury inHolland, colored, gave the principal
stead of a benefit. For all disorders ments.
of the stomach and its allied organs It is to be the handsomest building testimony on which the entire crowd
of dlgestIm anti nutrition, there is a of the kind in Kentucky outside of of fiends who murdered an unknown
certain remedy io Dr. Pierce's Gold- Louisville.
and sleeping stranger, were convicten Medical Discovery. It removes
Dirt will he broken within the next ed Old George gets the noose,
while
aloggy obstructions. It strengthen',
ten days and the contract calls for a considerate jury gives the
others
the stomach, nourishes the nerves,
enriches the blood and builds up the the work to- be competed in four —among them even the devil who
body. It is a flesh forming, niuscle months. 1c will be 60 by 175 feet and sttuck he fatal blow—a home for
making preparation, making firm will cost about $18,000
life in the penitentiary, with nice
flesh instead of flabby fat. "Golden
steam
heat,electric light s,better grub
The Hopkinsville Tobacco ManuMedical Discovery" contains no althan they ever had before and the
facturin
compan
g
y,
this
of
city,
has
eehol, whiskey or intoxicant of any
kind, and is equally free from opium sold its entire business to the H. B. association of kindred spirits. How
Scott'Tobacco company, of Bowling about it?"
ooesiqe and other narcotics.
Green, and the plant will be moved
to the latter city this week. The
Also Heads, Blades and
Louisville Accident
A Daredevil Ride
company has for years been one of
(Special to New Era.)
Sectio
ns and Canvass for
often ends in a sad accident. To
Hopkinsville's large enterprises and
LOUISVILLE, Ky., April 3.—
heal accidental injuries, use Buck- Deering and
McCormick
its removal will be regretted by the
lea's Arnica Salve. "A deep wound
Sister Mary Anthony, a teacher in citizens generall
y. The Bowling
Machi
nes,
my
In
foot,
from an accident," writes
- the Sacred Heart Catholic school, Green concern will continue to make
Theodore Schuele, of Columbus, 0.,
was killed and Slater Mary Lander, the Red Duke and Old Joe smoking
"caused me great pain. Physicians
We also have the
Miss Alice Mullane, and Miss Ma- tobacco, the Kentucky Diamond were helpless, but
Bucklen's Arnica
chewing tobacco and other popular
agency for the
mie McGill were Injured today in a
Salve quickly healed it." Soothes
brands which have been manufactand heals burns like magic. 25c at
, wreck caused ty strain crashing into ured here,
and these names will be
' a street car at 14th end Broadway retained. John Bullard, the general L. L. Elgin, Anderson & Fowler
druggist.
manager, secretary sod treasurer,
today.
who has been with the company
over twelve years, will retire for the
A Dandy For Burns.
Dr. Bergin, Puna, Ill., writes: I present at least from the tobacco
have used Eallard's Snow Liniment; business. Mr. Ballard will devote
(Special to New Era)
Etc. At Pembroke'
always recommended it to my his time to the investment business,
CARBONDALE,Ill., April. 8.—
friends, so I am confident there is no representing the Southern Mutual
we
have the agency fix.
better made. It is a dandy for burns. Investment company, of Lexington, Twenty persons were killed outright
Those who live on farms are 'Ape with which institution he has been and eighteen injured by an explosion
Wally liable to many accidental connected for a number of years as today in the Leiter mine.
outs, burns, bruises, which heal rap- local agent.
idly when Ballard's Snow Liniment
•Tried and True Friend.
firm of Ray & Fowler, drugIs applied. It should alwaye be kept
One Minute Cough Cure contains
in the hone* for cases or emergency." gists, has been dissolved, Dr. W. W. not
MaChines.
an atom of any harmful drug,
163, toe, $1.00 bottle at L. L. Blgln's
Ray retiring. Judge A. H. Ander- and it has been curing coughs, colds,
and Anderson A Fowler.
sea purchased Dr. Ray's interest in • croup and, whooping cough so long
tile basilica,sad the &ea' wilt here-'that it birAl proven itself to be a tried
and true friend to the many who use
Fowler.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.

Capital Stock Paid In
Surplus

$100,000.00
$32,000.00
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MD MIN CHSEN1 FIGHT OF THE FARMERS
AGAINST TOBACCO OCTOPUS.

MR. JARRETT APPOINTED
SALESMAN HERE.

Located in 7/totem Kentucky, and
Tennessee are nineteen counties
Ile Will Represent The Dark known as the Dark Tobacco diztrict,
District Planters' Proand upon this section just now the
n.
iatio
eyes of business world are centered
tective Assoc
watching the bitter struggle being
waged between the gigantic tobacco
trusts and the farmers themselves.
(From Friday's Daily)
For the past few years the trusts
Charles F. Jarrett, of this city, has
have combined and by adopting a
the appointment of salesPI"Pt.d
strict schedule of prices which they

Pm I

O.

resantatives themselves admit this.
The farmers are not alone in their
tight, and while they have no treasury of their own they are supported
by banks in the district. By an

Bud Garth is dead.
The career of the worst boy in this
agreement between the association region came to a quiet end at the
and the banks farmers can borrow home of his mother near Trenton.

money at reasonable rates when
would pay for the tobacco raised in
rs
t
Plante
Distric
o
Tobacc
Dark
VIM
they have their tobacco prized and
this section have forced the price
vs Association.
in some recognised warehouse.
stored
down until the receipts were so
position was tendered to him
means they are tided over
this
By
small that the farmers did not realcan be effected, when
sale
a
until
In
tion.
ise the actual cost of produc
repaid.
is
the loan
order to overcome this action on the
The banks are not the only ones
them
force
to
and
trusts
the
of
part
are backing the farmer for every
who
o,
to pay a fair price for the tobacc
s of the district is heart and
citizen
corthe
g
the farmers are now fightin
baud with them in the movement.
porations with their own weapons,
The press is especially active in
and have combined into an organizaing the work and numberless
second
tion called the Dark Tobacco Diss of matter regarding the
column
of
associa
trict Planters' Protective

CHARLES F. sasairrr.

BUD GARTH A :VICTIM OF
CONSUMPTION.

upon not being as high as those which
were realized under the old order of Mercifully Allowed By Offiselling a hogshead on the floor to the
cers To Spend Last Days
highest bidder. Even the trust rep
At Home.

O1080 for the Hopkineville market for

r

CAREER IS ENDED

tion.
At first the tanners took their
medicine with as good grace as posrise,
sible, hoping that prices would
not
was
such
but finally seeing that
to
them
to
up
was
it
to be, and that
largest
the
of
some
,
remedy
a
find
producers of the weed began to cast
about for some practicable way of
meeting and overcoming the stand

movement, the progress made and
the outlook have been printed for
which not a penny was received.
The merchants and business and professional men also are deeply interested and even a few instances are
known where preachers have delivered sermons from their pulpits advocating the objects of the organization. Such solid support as this is
almost enough in itself to crown the

It had been predicted a hundred
times that he would die with 'his
boots on, but he mussed away peacefully, surrounded by his family
whose tender love and devotion endured to the last despite the young
man's waywardness and the disgrace he wantonly brought udon his
na-ne.
Garth spent much of his strenuous
life in and around Hopkinsville. Ue

AsirsafsraLIP•SINIMMOSII
Ilassilis

alltrat
Aperfect Remedy for Constipation.Sour Stomech,Diarrhoea
Worms,Convulsions,Feverishfleas and LosS OF SLEEP.

was a "bad man" of the wild west
type and a general terror. It was he
who introduced the practice of using
cocaine among the colored , people in
Hopkinsville,a habit that has caused
according to the police, a large proportion of the crimes committed by
negroes in recent years.
Garth served two terms tu the penitentiary, one for malicious shooting
and the other for grand larceny.
His last trouble in this section was
the killing of Younger Watkins near

Vat Sinai) Signature of
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time ago sod he has since bad
adopted by the trusts.
matter under consideration. Yes- The man who was the first to take movement with success.
Trenton.
point
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gain
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be was visited by Chairman
If
thelar
and
trust,
the
up the fight against
G. Ewing and the other memand raise the price of tobacco to the
who has all along been the master
of
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execut
of the
, figures they have agreed will pay
mind of the farmers' organization
•association who urged his accept- was Hon. Felix G. Ewing, of Glen- them a fair profit toy their work, and
*** and be agreed to assume the raven, Robinson county, Tenn. Mr. there is no crop raised on the face of
of the place at once.
earth which requires as much Sam Hoover Finds Something BetEwing owns , a tine plantation of the
an
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Jarrett
Mr.
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labor does tobacco, the section
s selecti
ter Than 011d Mines.
about two thousand acres, on which hard
y embraced in the district There is no happier man in this
treble one in every respect and
of
to
countr
are fifteen large barns required
do much toward establishing
be greatly benefitted while the whole wide world today than Sam
hold his tobacco. He is known all will
profits will, of course, be de- A-. Hoover, of Greensboro, S.C., who
no in the movement both
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largest
the
of
one
over the aistrict as
congratulations of
sation
organi
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of
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membe
d slightly but not enough to is receiving the
producers of the weed, one year be crease
fortunate find of
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friends
his
ifret buyers. Mr. Jarrett is the having marketed a crop of 237,000 cause them any serious loss.
ing better then gold mines or
someth
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point
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man
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The officers of the association are: oil wells. Mr. Hoover In a letter to
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on the market,arid thoroughly pounds which
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every detail of Cho trade. He farm. Mr. Ewing was
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workers in the Far East have come
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Do
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Half the ills that are peculiarly cover that restoring youthful beauty calm, and he will be pleased to
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About $18,000.00 has already been istrator against the L. dc N. Railroad
yoh his valuable advice gratis.
woman's own are of a catarrhal more
to science.
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Female Weakness Is Usually Pelvic Catarrh. Pe-ru-na
Cures Catarrh Wherever Located.
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OFFICERS COMING MITI IS ACTIVE

11111. ELECTION SOUTH'S
MIP TH. ATHINASUNI ON
THURSDAY SYSNINb

.1

-

Washington May 28 and continue
until the Nth. It will be composed
of delegates appointed by the Govof the Southern States and
ernors
SeeSocial
Nave
Elks
The
Mayors.of cities, reproinclude
will
About
elon—bome Notes
sentatives of Boards of Trade,Boards
People.
of Health,and banks, railroad Presidents, planters and manufacturers.
The object of the meeting is to forFrom Wednesday's Daily.
mulate plans for the development of
b.annual election of officers of material resources oi the Southern
Athenaeum will be held tetnor- States.
rim night at Hotel Latham at the
Tbe advantages of a Southern inmeeting of the club. The liter- dustrial convention in the city of
sty program will consist of papers Washington was a matter of discusby Dr.R.L.Woodard on "Taxation," sion among Southern ,Representamad by Dr. T. W. Blakey on "The tives in Congress during the past
Moe Americans." Arrangements winter.
ter the annual banquet of the club
Secretary Wilson, of the, Agriculwhich will take place April 28 will tural Department, has promised that
• .be completed.
his department will contribute any
in its possession that may be
facts
The newly elected offioers of Hopdesired
by the convention. A letter
Benevolent
646,
Lodge No.
of similar import has been received
were
Elks,
of
Order
Protective
and
from Secretary Metcalf.
installed last night, Past Exalted
In addition to the mining, manuEnBaler He n ry presiding.
lumbering, agricultural
facturing,
the
announced
abled Baler Russell
and trucking industries, reports will
following appointmenta:
be made on the pablio health and
Chaplain, Bev. George C. Abenvironment of the South.
sanitary
bat; esquire, J. L. Tobin; inner
from State Boards of
Delegates
busithe
guard:J. W. Kiser. After
Health and State medical societies,
guests
as
members,
meeting,the
ness
will be present. Dr. Walter Wyof the new officers, enjoyed a deSurgeon General of Marine
man,
lightful luncheon served by the club
Hospital Service, has consented to
Biumenstiel.
saterer, H.
place the statistics and other data
his bureau at the lisposal of his
of
Mrs. Margaret Wormaid yesterday
Southern
medical conferees in the
began•series of Shakespearean leeParliament.
enthulures in Pembroke where an
siastic class of ladies has been organ
laid. She will visit Pembroke each
Tuesday. Mrs. Wormald's delightful
addressee to a large class here proved
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(Special to New`Era.)

parations are being made for the
meeting of the Southern Industrial
TO
Parliament, which will assemble in

WEER BELLS

WASHINGTON, April 6.—"Asia
for the Asiatics," "the Philippines
INIPROT TIN MILIfor the FiliPinos," and "Japan as the
TARY COMPANY
Conservator of a Monroe doctrine for
the far East." These are the cries
adopted by the Hongkong junta of
Filipino irreoonollables. According
Annual Visit—Adjutant Oen.
to reports that have recently reached
era, Haley Is In The

From Wednesday's Daily.
The annual inspection of the various companies of the Kentucky
state guard begun last night with the
Owensboro company of the Third
Company D, of Hopkinsville, will
be inspected on April II.
Adjutant General Percy Haley,
who is in command of the Kentucky
troopthis in the city today, but his
visit is said to be more of a political
than .unitary
nature.
The inspecting officers are Col.
Noel Gaines, inspector general of the
guard under Adjt. (ken. Hely, and
Capt. M,E. Saville, Ti. S A., Twenty-seventh infantry. Capt. Saville
was named by Maj. Gen. Bates, of
the Northern division of the United
States army, with headquarters at
St. Louis, to which the Kentucky
state guard is attached under the
new army regulations for purposes
of-inspection. The inspection to be
made at this time will be as to
whether the com,muies composing
the Kentucky guard are equipped
for active service in the field and are
properly disciplined. A favorable report by the officer of the regular army is necessary to the securing the
annual appropriation of $26,000 from
the national government, issued in

GAIN POSTPONED

Mies Maud Brown, night electrician at the Home Telephone com-

CAN'T MAKE A MISTAKE

procuring the death of James Cockrill
in Jackson in July, 1902, was called
by Judge Watts Parker in cirduit
court this morning after having
been deferred from yesterday, but on
motion of Commonwealth's Attorney John R. Allen another postponement was granted on account of absent witnesses who will be material
to the state.
that
claims
The prosecution
"Breathitt methods" are being used

pany's exchange, met with an accident last night, her hand being in- All Hopkinsville People Have to Do to keep witnesses away.
jured while charging a battery. The
Is to Follow Their Neighbor's
injury though very painful is not reFiscal Court.
Advice.
garded as serious.
From Wednesday's Daily)
Fiscal court met yesterday and is
Our readers have no excuse for going astray. The way is almost hedg- still in se.-sion. A large nuffiber of
ed with guide-posts in Hopkineville. claims have been passed upon. The
They are in every highway and bymajority of these are the small pox
(Special to New Era)
way. "He who runs may read." Inclaims. These range from 50c to
CHICAGO, April 6.—A political vestigate this example:
C. B. Eades, of the firm of Earle' over three hundred dollars and make
tornado Tuesday overwhelmed one
tic
Davis, proprieters of the coal yard a total of several thousands of dolOf the most ruggedly unique 'Palers
on Seventh street and the L. & N. R. lars. All the magistrates are in
in the country. Incidentally the ReR., and who lives at 402 East Sevpublican party met defeat in a mem- enth street says: "I saw Doan's Kid- attendance.
orable effort to capture the mayoral- ney Pills advertised and so highly
Terribly Mangled.
ity of Chicago. As a direct result recommended by persons who had
A.
L.
to
them
went
used
JohnI
that
the city is officially committed to
son's drug store, procured a box and
Clark Alexander, a young man
the policy of the quickest possible
gave them a thorough trial. I had seventeen years of age, who lives
cessation of private franchises for suffered for a long time with a heavy
Springs, met with a
public utilities. Municipal owner- pain across the small of my back, near Dawson
accident in the Illinois Cenhorrible
I
at
When
acute
and
times.
sharp
ship is especially threatening street
yards at Princeton Saturday
car lines, valued high up in the mil- caught cold it always settled in my tral
back and there followed a weakness night, says the Madisonville Hustlions.
OEM.
of the kidneys which was exasperHe boarded a freight train at
After winning successively four ating especially at night. I tried va- ler.
Dawson for Princeton, and it is supremarkable biennial fights of inde- lion, remedies but none of them
posed that he was hanging to the
pendents against the regular Repub- gave anything like as satisfactory reof the car as the train entered
side
of
use
the
from
obtained
I
as
align
lican organization here, John ManDoan's Kidney Pills. I am pleased the yards at Princeton and came in
ard Harlan,ion of associate justioe
to say that they brought me great re- contact with a post, knocking him
Harlan, of the United States Su- lief. I have recommended the pills
off the train. When found he was
preme Court, was a loser as Republi- and will continue to do so to all my
in an awful plight. He was taken
acquaintances."
and
friends
eau candidate for mayor. The deFor sale by all dealers. Price 50 to Dawson Springs and Drs. Broisti
feat is attributed to an extraordinary
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, and Earle were called. Thep dewhirl of causes, itarting with politi- New York,sole agents for the United
cided that his left arm and leg must
es& revenge and' taking in. a. wide States.
be amputated and the operation was
and
Doan's
name
the
Remember
sweep, embraolog the most up-tosuccessfully performed Sunday. His
date Soolalism as a /actor. The vie- take DO other.
ter is Judge • Edward F. Dunne, a
WANTED—Woman or girl, for right leg is also badly crushed and it
Democrat.
home demonstrating for all or Wirt Is feared that amputation may be
A. C."Pop"- Anion, of base ball of time in town or country. • Salary, necessary. The young man sustain26 ota per hour, if four or more hours
bane, was elided oily clerk.
ed other injuries but seems to be
per day can be given. Addrese with
all. He
limp,Joseph Alexander, Hopkibs- bearing up bravely under it

DEMOCRATS ON

vine. Hy.

Is atl eventf great importOce to all women.
It mans a grand expo-

The Coming of

sitiob and fashion paradel of the season's
stylOs. It shows the

regiment.

"Miss Alice Roosevelt has sur- the inspection.
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Cowan rendered her heart and promised her
left today for Joliet, Ill., after a vi.- hand, and now wears upon her left
1110 relatives in this city. It was Mr. third finger the jeweled token of her
-Cowan's first visit to Hopkinsyille marriage engagement. The successin nearly ten years, but his heart, he ful wooer is the eloquent'Boy Orator
(Special to New Era.)
says, is as true to his old home as it of the Wabash.' Senator Albert J.
KY. April 6.—The
LEXINGTON,
ever was. Miss Cornelia Cowan will Beveridge, of Indiana, and the forcase of the Commonwealth against
longer.
weeks
several
remain here
mal announcement of the betrothal
James Hargis. Alex. Hargis, Elbert
will be made at Easter..
Hargis and Ed Callahan charged with
A. J. Reef,secretary of Illinois En-

;

Omisillsatellouslothre
Poi°Gu&

City.

•

supplies for the troops. Adjt. Gen.
(Special to New Era)
to be a feature of much interest in
NEW YORK, April 4.—Town Ha'y recently supplied each of th.,
Menu, circles during the winter Topics, just out, publishes the fol- companies with new uniforms, and
has issued general orders covering
,months.
lowing:

gineering & Machine campany, of
CARTERSVILLE, GA., April 5.
Cartersville, Ill., is in the city and —Laois Jones Flournoy, daughter
of Sam Jones the evangelist, was
will make his headquarters here.
married here to Benard C. Sloan, a
Be will be located in the Ragsdale, civil engineer of Pittsburg, the
Cooper tk company building.
bride's first husband was David
Flournoy, of Palucah, Ky., who
Mrs. Dixon W. Kitchen is able to recently married Miss Blanche
Buckner of Louisville, the well
'be out after a protraeted illness.
known comic opera star.

'
Washington, Os Pinta
been in
:To." ntakosimak
b$
sommunioation with Japanese in orAI.You Insured?
der to sound their sentiments, the
T ere have been four houses barnpurpose being the transfer of the
ed ip one week belonging to farMatli.
islands to Japan by either peaceful
whO carried no insurance Any
or warlike moans.
er desiring Insurance can get
In case of war,the junta proclaims in tlhe "Old Relrable Continental."
the Filipinos will be found fighting SeeIR. K. Ward, Jr,
vas
on the side of Japan.
The member' of the Hongkong
junta are all well known to the
Raidsam/Omsk
Amettuati authorities, most of them

well dressed woman
I
fash!onably gownsd.Are
you prepared for Easter

St

'Yr

tide? A FRANKEL Co2tume,Suit or Jacket will filllevery requirement .
of fashion. Our magnificent display of Cloth Suits land Silk Costumes
and Skirts is a style show in itself, while every indiOdual taste can be
satisfied and every woman becomingly and stylishlY dressed.

OUR SPECIAL EASTER SALE
• STARTED THURSDAY!
1-3 'Off Tailor-Made Suits 1-3 Off
A handsome sample line Ta4or made suits in fine
quality Broadcloths, Cheviots, Plain and Jacquard
figured Panama and novelty niiaterials,
beautifully made and tailOred. ' Special 1 se3 Off
Easter Sale price
1.•

7

$15 Silk Shirt Waist Suits $11.95
See this remarkable value. It is a beautiful Silk
Shirt Waist Suit, tucked and pleated waist, leg o'
mutton sleeves, neat stocks, skirts neatly made,colors
brown, blues green. and cltiangeable 1 1 195
shades,*actual value 115.00. Ottr Special
Easter Sale price
12.50 Mohair Silk Shirt Waist.
Suits,

$91.95.

This suit is a remarkable value—based on the cost
of the material; 75c per yard for silk, 15 yards to
make this suit, is $11.25, to say nothing of the cost of making and
trimming. This suit is beautifully made, pleated and wicked, all
colors. Special Easter Sale price

0i05.
d

,

$8.50 Hahitua Wash Silk and Taffetta Shirt
Waist Suits, $6.75.

67

,

These suits come in white and black, beautiful made, pleated skirts
1
and tucked waists, leg o' mutton sleeves; at less than prigie of making
Easter Sale price
1
Made of light weight cheviotts,
Panama, rn oha irs, invisible
plaids, pleaked and Flare effects,
$7.50.
to
$2.00
at
all beautifully made and tailored,

Ladies Walking Skirts

Extra Special Easter Offer
Covert Jackets
Another manufacturers sample line of
Covert Jackefts at

ONE-THIRD OFF REULAR *PRICES
Bargains in Slilk Coats,
Reding

Cotes, U1st4rs

and

Short

Jackets.

1-4 OFF ALL RAIN COATS!

wit is a son of Bud Alexander.
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—PUBLISHED SY—
They fear a change In form, in feature, In
NATIONeL SERIES, APRIL O.
ortemal a &triteiveness. Such
--- —
Nature's priceless spetlfic for Coughs, Colds,
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that thou bast and give to the poor.
Then down on your knees at the mere',
seat, as an unloaded camel crawls
through the needle's eye, and thou
shalt have treasure in heaven and come
and follow roe." (1 man, today are
you ready to lay your open pocketbook
at the Master's feet as well as your
prayers?
The Needle's Eye.
Personally I do not see how any one
By Rev.
can make any other interpretation out
Frank be Witt Talmage,D.D.
of this text. Some commentators declare that this passage of Scripture
means, "If any man trust in riches it
Los Angeles. Cal., April 2.—The self Is as impossible for him to enter the
sufficiency of wealth, the obstacles its kingdom of God as for a great, big,
poseession ()pposes to spiritual prog- huge, long necked, thick lipped. humpress and how these may be overcome backed, crooked limbed camel to go
ere the theme of today's sermon, the through the eye of a sewing girl's
preacher choosing as his text Mark x, needle." Others assert that the Greek
in a broad
SO. "Than for a rich man to enter into word for "camel" translated
sense means a "cable rope," even as
the kingdom of God."
the three English letters r-o-w on the
/1111 thankful that I was so fortuone hand might mean a row of cabnate as to visit Palestine before the bage heads In a vegetable garden and,
railroad engineers had made their sur- on the other hand, a barroom fight.
veys and built their bridges and erect- These latter two substantives are spelt
ed their depots and profaned the 'sa- In the same way as the Greek word for
cred hills with the shriekings of an camel, which sometitnes signifies a "caonrushing locomotive. How can the ble rope." But I take the third interHoly Land remain much longer dis- pretation of the commentators. I take
tinguished by the habits and customs, the third because to my mind as a
conventionalisms of traveler in the east I think the door or
the usages an
Abrahamic and Davidic and Solomoulc the needle's eye cut Into one of the
and prophetic and apostolic days whet great gates of Jerusalem and Into the
the iron rails have been run near the great gates of other eastern cities is the
faintly burying ground of the Mach- only rational simile. With my own eyes
pelah Care, wheu the freight cars bring I have seen the needle's eye, that very
the luggage formerly carried in the door about which Mark says Christ
camels' packs and when the drago- spoke. And in Imagination I saw a
man's strange, weird, thrilling stories great, grunting, groaning camel being
and midnight tales have given place to pulled through on his bended knees.
the harsh and metallic voice of the Ah, see hint tug at the rope and jerk
conductors who call: "Next station is back his head. See him fight and bite.
Bethlehem!" "Change cars for Jericho See in that symbol of the camel the
and the Dead sea!" "All aboard for rich man struggling to bold on to and
the Grand Trunk line for Sychar and to grip his gold, refusing to bend the
Damascus!" "Passengers for Caper-. knee to Christ.
naum and Magdala take forward cars!"
Merchant, is it not harder for you to
"Ten minutes for refreshments at Jerifeel your dependence upon God now
aboard!**
All
cho's well!" "All aboard!
Since you have made a financial sucAlmost sacrilegious does it seem to
cess in life than when you were finanmention a railroad train in connection
cially poor? When as a poor farmer's
with these sacred places. In order to boy you started for the great city to
ible
Interpret the literature of the
make a living you then felt your dearight you must read it Ity the customs
pendence upon God. There was no
rind the habits and the lives of the peodoubt about it You prayed hard the
ple of past centuries. You must have
night before you left home that God
the sandals and the walled in towns
would care for you. In the railroad
and the robhers upon the hillsides and
train just entering the depot you put
the shepherds and the wild beasts. You
your head upon your hand in the car
must have lust such a Holy Land as I
seat and said: "Lord, lead me. I am
visited a few years ago and the Holy
absolutely weak and helpless. Lead
Laud which I hope you may yet be able
me." Do you make that prayer now?
tracks
have
railroad
before
the
visit
to
With a big bauk account and a home
honeycombed the sacred hills, as they
upon a fine boulevard and multitudes
arc now rtnning up and down the
of friends, do you get down on your
length and breadth of our own land.
knees every day, like a camel going
Bet if you ore to see the Holy Land
through the eye of the needle, and say:
as I saw it you must hasten there.
"Lord, thou who dost feed the birds of
Even now there are railroad trains
the air and clothe the lilies of the field,
running from Joppa to Jerusalem and
clothe and feed me, guide me, profrotu Damascus to Beirut. Soon all
tect me. I am helpless without thee?"
those eastern cities will have their difDo you make that prayer daily? Oh,
resent depots and their rival railroad
rich man, rich in money, but poor in
.
Urn'
‘N.se
grave, doivn on your knees. Down on
would not use today the railroad
your knees In supplication. Lift highdepot for a pulpit. By the ancient camer today the throne of God by bending
el's pack, and not by the modern
low over the lowest throne step. DOWD,
freight car, I would interpret the words
rich man: In the name of Jesus, down!
of my text. I see In the evening hour
How to Get Through.
twoimerchants coming over the westThe needle's eye of the Jerusalem
ern bills toward Jerusalem. They are
nounding and prodding and driving' gate Is very low. I also find that it is
their camels along as fast as they can very narrow. Not only does the camel
make them travel. But the camels are have to bead his knee to get through
very heavily laden. The road 18 steep. it, but he also has to have his packs
The pace is slow. I hear one of the taken off his back. If this is not done
drivers turn to the other and say, the camel, with its distending loads
"isaac, I doubt if we will get to the hanging upon its sides like our grandcity walls before the gate is shut." father's saddlebags on a horse, could
'Too bad," says the other man. "That not get through the narrow door. The
means we are going to have an awful rich man cannot get through the neestruggle making the oltl camels go die's eye of the kingdom of God unless
through the needle's eye." "Yes," an- he stops carrying around with him his
swered the first speaker, "but we must great packs of mennuesses and condo it, or else the robbers will steal temptibilities and selfish actions, with
from us all we have. There, see, the which often he is accustomed to deal
gates are shut. We will have a hard with his fellow men. And yet how
hard it must be for a rich man to be
job ahead of us."
absolutely just and kind and truthful
A Cry to the Watchman.
The two men approach the city wail and forgiving to those whom he meets
with its shut gates. "Ho, watchman, in the ordluary walks of life. Indeed.
ho:" they cry. ''Open unto us; open the more I see of rich men the more I
unto us!" "Nay, nay," says the watch- feel that, as far as their dispositions
man; "that Is against the law. But I are concerned, they are in the unenviwill open for you the needle's eye if able positiou of those who were
you wish." "All right," answer the brought up as au only child in a fammerchantmea; "we will come in by the ily and have every temptation under
the sun to make them spoiled children
needle's eye."
With that the watchman descends and spoiled men.
There was not very much chance of
from his lookout tower, and within the
gate he opens a door. This Leavy door you and your brothers and sisters beis cut into the gate as a oanel can be coming mewl and selfish when you
cut out of ,a door. It is called the were young. You were only one of
ueedle's eye. In the meantime the nine children. Your father was a
camels are unloaded. Then the own- farmer. All the bog's and all the girls
ers command the big stupid brutes to had to do their full share of work.
kneel, and by coatings and beatingn You not only had to divide the home
and growlinge and eursings the cam- labors, but you also had to share your
els on their knees are compelled to toys and your pleasures with each othdrag themselves through this small er. If a box of candy came into the
grab a
door. All OA baggage which was pack- house you were not allowed to
crullers
ed upon the camels' liticka Is carried handful. If there were three
you did
within the city walls lu the arms of the upon the table and six children
merchantmen. Then the door, or the not have three or two or even one. You
Each child bad as
needle's eye, Is shut, aud the great city, only had a half.
had, and you had as much
fearless of outside foes, bleep's on. Ah, intiell as you
no more, no less. Wheu
it was no easy matter to make a camel as the reel;
went off to the city school you
go through the needle's eye. It is no you
turns and went off in hutches.
easy manner for a rich men to enter took
You did net all go together. You waitinto the kingdom of God. Chriat says
ed your turn and helped each other to
It. In the one case am in the other the
education. You shared each other's
difficulty is almost insurmountable. an
bed. You halved each other's sorrows.
Why/ 'Why is It "easier for a camel
You doubled each other's joys. Oh, I
to go through the eye of a needle than
feel sorry for the man or the woman
for a rich man to enter the kingdotteof
who (11(1 not have the blessed training
God?"
growing up amid a big family of
The rich nom in the first place, is of
brothers and sisters!
loath to bend the knee and come to
First Idea of Selfishness.
Christ as a seppliant pauper. lie disSelfishness? In those days you did
likes to surrsnder his gold and silver
awl railroad bends and warehouses not know what selfishness was. You
And a big bank account and to unioftd did not have a Wife to watt on you.
an at the mercy seat. He hates to as Nome of US have now. And you,
say, "Lord, all that I nun and all that grown woman, you remember the first
I have is thine." Anil yet that is Just' time you awoke to what a truly selfish
the way the rich man must come. He life meant. A little cousin visited your
must come exactly in the same way father's home. She was an only child.
and with the same spirit which Christ Instead of letting you play with her
Indicated when he told the rich young doll she kept It all to herself. When
ruler of tbe east to surrender his pos- she had a box of candy she would eat
sessions. Christ practically said to a piece and then put the rest away In
Ibis would be disciple: "Young man, her bureau drawer. If she went for a
unloose your gold and silver, your carriage ride she always wanted to
'
,tint herds drive or else she would cry. If there
Mimi and plantations and
was a gitaill eke Mlit
Mat b..k O.asdNII,$
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light loads.

REASE
for everything
that runs on wheels.
Sold Everywhere.
/Maas by'TARBORO OIL co.

' Indigestion Causes
Catarrh of the
Stomach.
_
years it has been supposed that
ror many
Cetarrh of the Stomach caused indigestion
and dyspepsia, but the truth is exactly the
apposite. Indigestion causes catarrh. Repealed attacks of indigestion inflames the
moons membranes lining the stomach and
&o—the nerves of the stomach,thus causlig the glands to secrete mucin Instead of
lbe Woes of natural digestion. This is
celled Catarrh of the Stomach.

Kedel Dyspepsia Cure
sallsves all Inflammation of the mucous
"stsesahranes lining the stomach,protects the
aseww, and cures bad breath, sour risings,
a sense of fullness after eating, indigestion,
dyspepsia and all stomach troubles.

Kocioi Digests What You Eat
Make the Stomach Sweet.
Imams only. Regular Mse.S .00, Winne 256 times
the test size. which yells for 50 cents.
prisymined by 5.0. D•WITT a 00.,Oaloage,

Sold by R. C. Hardwick
we promptly obtain U.S.and Foreign

PATENTS
,sketch or photo ot invention for
on
entabiiitv. For frte book,
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lesseiso Secure
and
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'SPECIAL CLUBBING
OFFER!

The Twice a-Week Republic,of St.
Louis, the best sem i week I y newspaper in the country, and Fartn Propels,A nierica's leading Agricultural
bad home monthly. will be sent to
pay address,or to separate addresses
When so requested, for $1 a year.
The Twice a Week Republic for
I
sear a centtity has earned and In/intamed the confidence of half a million readers. It covers the news of
the world thoroughly and accurately
1 awl issues special state editions,esoh
containing the latest and most reliable reports of the particular locality
In which it cireulates. Its special
I departments are edited be experts,
and its artists and contributors are
''among the bill in the ceuntry. It is
published every Tuesday and Thursday—eight pages (tall) issue, sixteen
pates a week.
Farm Progress, issued on the first
Thursday of every month, contains
sixteen pages or more full, standard
else newspaper rages, filled with uptodate far m literature, and special
departmnts for the t ome, fashions.
boys and.girls. not iorL etc. It is publirhed by The Republic—a guarantee
of its excellect and hiwh character.
to take advantage
It will pay y
of thie special offer now. Use this
ORDER BLANK
The Republic, St. Louis. Mo:
Inclosed find $1 for which send The
Twice-a Week Republic and Farm
Progress one 3 ear to
Name,

No

State

NOTE—If you
want only the
Twice-a-Week Republic the price is
96o a year. The price of Farm Progress alone is 10c a year.
wtt

Smoke
a
And be convinced
:that is the

Best Sc Cigar On
the Market.
Bold only by

CA. blown& Co
16,
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the leader or else she would not play.
She was selfish; she was just mean and
contemptibly selfish. You could not
understand her actions until your mother took you in a side room and maid:
"May, I am sorry that you and Helen
cannot play happily together. But you
must be very patient with your cousin.
Remember she is an only child. Remember at home everything she wants
is given to her, and no one ever crosses
her. You must be patient with her,
my daughter. She has been spoiled,
and she is not alone to be blamed for
It'.
'
The rich man may mit be all to blame
for being selfish. As the eastern camel
goes swinging along with his head high
up and cares not what little child be
may kick in the street, so the rich man
may not be entirely at fault because
he treads upon the rights of others. He
cannot look at the world through ordinary eyes. The world toadies to him
and cringes and fawns over him until
after awhile he is apt to think he is the
smartest, noblest, kindest, sweetest
being who ever lived. He begins to
think his blood different from all other
blood and his life better than all other
lives. Now, rich men, amid all the
sycophants fawning and cringing about
you, I want to tell you clearly and emphatically that God has not one code of
morals for the rich and another for the
poor. You and I must bow to the same
rules of justice and kindness and gentleness and forgiveness and love in our
dealings with our fellow men. The
needle's eye is a low door. The low
door means that we must bend to God.
It is a narrow door. The narrow door
means that we must be just and true to
those with whom we come in contact
in the walks of dally'llfe.
The Spoiled Child.
Let me digress here a moment and
speak a few words in reference to
spoiled women. I do not believe there
are as many spoiled men as spoiled
women. Men, as a rule, have not as
great a chance to be spoiled down at
the store as some women have to be
spoiled in the home. They would become just as spoiled If they had the
chance. But the women! Oh, how
many of them are spoiled In the home!
Did you ever stop to think that a great
deal of the so called nervous troubles
of this world among women are simply
due to fits of temper? The young girl
grows up as a spoiled child In her father's house. Then she marries. She
boasts that no one has ever been able
to govern her. $he4s right. She will
not even govern herself. Then, when
something goes wrong in the home, as
a married woman she Scolds and sulks
and reflisesi to eat and to sleep. She
cries and goes on until she works up a
few spasms of hysteria and physically
becomes as rigid as a board. I have
been in many homes as pastor and
friend. I have seen there many women said to be nervous wrecks who were
not nervous as you or I might become
nervous from overwork. They were
nervous simply because they let their
tempers as spoiled children get the
better of them. Many nervous women
could be cured of their hysteria if
some one could give them a good,
wholesome rebuke and put them to
bed, as mother, punish their children
and then put them to bed if they did
wrong. The symbol of the camel as
applied to the rich man in reference
to his tuenunesses toward his fellow
men might also be applied to many so
called nervois women who let their
tempers get the better of them merely
because they are spoiled children. Of
course in making this sweeping statement I am not saying that all nervous
People are evil tempered, but some of
them and many of them eertainly are.
But as I see these richly laden camels coming over the hillsides toward
the shut gates of the Jerusalem walls
I see skulking In the distance othel
forms. They are the robbers and the
thieves and the highwaymen. They are
the murderers who for one roll of cloth
would be willing to cut a man's throat.
They are the same kind of bloodthirsty
human demons as were Biome pirates
who were supposed to have captured
the sailing vessels in which the beautiful Theodosia, wife of Governor Alston
of South Carolina and daughter of the
famous Aaron Burr, sailed to meet her
father In-New York. Rumor tells us
that this beautiful woman. with her
hands tied behind her back, was compelled to walk the plank that her captors might possess her wardrobe. So
these dark figures skulking behind on
the oriental hillsides are the robbers lying in wait for their prey. If these merchantmen hesitate one hour In unloading their camels and in making them
go through the eye of the needle, down
these tniscreants will swoop. They will
slay the owners and carry away the
goods as rich spoils.
A Roisterous Road.
If these two Inerehantis had been only
humble peamante, If they lied been going afoot or Wilde u cheap four footed beast of burden, such as Mary, the
mother of Jesus, rode when JoNeph, the
earpenter, was taking her down to
Bethlehem the night before the most
memorable of all Christmas dem no
attention would have been paid them,
but there they are this evening riding
camels. Each cOtnel is worth a large
sum of money. Each one of these camels was heavily laden with the richest
of merchandise. Ito you wonder that
those robbers skulking upon the hillsides are on the alert? And do you also
wonder that rieh men always have the
robbers hovering around them, ready
to ten] their morals, Bellr good names,
their souls as well as their gold? The
wealthier a man becomes, the higher
up the ladder of fame he climbs, the
more awful are the destroying monsters who hover nbove him and flank
hlm .and crawl beneath him. "I hear
you are in great danger," said a friend
to a church member as he was leaving
the service one Sunday morning. "Why
do you warn trie thus?" asked the gen"Because," anewered the
tleman.

Take care, for It Is the road by whtelt
the devil leads thousands to destruction." No man has great wealth unless at the same time the moral thieves
are ready to steal his good name and
head hint off front finding safety in the
city of God.
Oh, the moral temptations which confront the rich! Only the power of the
Holy Spirit can safely overcome them.
One day a gentlenran entered the study
of a prominent New York pastor. This
pastor liad onee been a leading minister
of tiw eity of Philadelphia, where the
visitor had grown up under his preaching as a poor young man. But the
wheel of fortune had turned. From being poor he was now growing fabulously rich. The wealth of a MonteChrist° seemed to be his. No sooner did
he enter the pastor's study In New
York than he said: "Dr. Chapman. pray
for me. Oh, pray for me hard!" "What
is the matter, man?" asked Dr. Chapman. "Are you not making a great success? is not the world practically at
your feet?" "Ah, yes!" came the blunt
answer. "That Is just the trouble. This
awful, whirling, rushing life of a successful New Yorker is not only maddening, but I feel it sweeping me away
from God. Oh, Dr. Chapman, pray for
me! Pray for me bard!" My friends,
are you making a great success in life?
Then the demoniac robbers are ready
to come and steal from you your safety in Jesus Christ.
Like a Man Who Sends a Substitute.
But, after all, I believe one of the
greatest moral and (spiritual dangers
besetting the rich man is not innate
hardness of heart or selfishness, but
lack of personal Christian service. By
this I do not mean the rich man is unwilling to do anything for Jesus Christ:
but, being rich, he gets others to do the
work he should be willing to do himself. In other words, he Is like a man
drafted as a soldier to fight for his
country who sends a substitute. lie Is
a man who gets others to do his gospel
singing and others to do his gospel
praying and others to do his gospel
preaching and sometimes others to do
hie visiting, and thus he himself becomes a spiritual nonentity.
Let me illustrate my thought by a
simple story. Some years ago one of
the most prominent physicians in the
east had a very wealthy patient who
was a nervous and for the most part
a bedridden physical wreck. Listless
and without a particle of ambition, she
stayed in her room week in and week
out, month after month. What to do
with her he knew not. But one day he
hit upon a glorious idea. He came into
the room and skid: "Madam, I want
you to help a hospital for crippled children In which I am very much interested. I want you to take there some
dolls for my little patients." "Oh, doctor," said she, "I cannot go. The sight
of suffering always has a bad effect
upon me. But if you wish I will give
you $1,000 to send some one else in my
place. Then I will give another $l,b00
for my messenger to buy the dolls."
"No," said the physician, "I do not
want that. I want you, and, furthermore. I want you to make the dolls'
dresses with your own hands, that I
may tell my patients you made them."
Well, to be brief, the rich lady did as
her physician wanted. She found after
awhile she had enough strength to go
downtown and buy the dolls. She
made the done' dresses with her own
fingers.
She after awhile became
strong enough to visit the little patients in their wards. And in caring
for and making them happy she made
her own self happy aihd well.
Rich man, rich woman, the reason
you do not grow in grace is because
you do not work for Jesus Christ.
When there is a sick woman to be visited you send some one else. Go yourself. When there is it mission to be
started in the slums with your pocketbook you hire a missionary. You be a
missionary—go yourself. No one can
do the work as {veil as you. If there
Is a Sunday school superintendent or
Sunday school teacher needed and your
pastor does out know where to turn do
not say: -Pastor, here is money, Hire
an assistant." Say: "Pastor, here am
I. I want to help others, but I also
want to get the good which alone can
collie from Christian service." "Lord,
send me!" should be the cry of every
Christian man, whieher he be rich or
poor.
Rich man, God is calling you to go
and work in his vineyard. The harvest
is ripe; the laborers are few. What
would you think if when the thirteen
colonies were in a death tf:11)Ple for
their liberties George Washington had
stayed at bottle and sent it substitute
to the war? If George Washington, the
rich man, could tifford to give up everything for his native land, you can
afford to give Christ your personal
service. Christ wants your money.
Yea, lie also wenn( you. Womau, society woman, wunitin with your dlamoutis end silks, you cannot afford to
mend a servant to represent you In
survive for hems Christ. The reason
you and your husband are drifting
away from grace is due to lack of
Christlau service. Daughter, son, WIdren of wealthy parents, never think
you are above working in the young
people's eocieties for Christ. Christ
wants you. He wants you to' consecrate your possessions to his cause,
but he also wants you.. Let the rich
man and the rich woman, the rich son
and the rich daughter. as well as the
Christian, harness themselves today to
the gospel eliaiT:it li.
tt:(.11,poiuilils all together.
[Copyright.
Klopsch.]
The Terrible Turk.
MP bravery of the Turks in holding
out so long ugainst the Ilits,japs in the
last Russo-Turkish war has been an
admiring theme of history, notably In
their obstinate resistance at Plerna.
But with thwunbrokeu successes of the
Japanese there is raised a question:
Was "the Terrible Turk" the terrible
TUrk "the Terra) Turk" was repro.

A t.INGERING COUGH
..171e cough that holds on
in spite of all remedies needs
energetic and above all thorough treatment. A mere
cough mixture won't do.
Root out the cold that causes
the cough.
1-ow? Scott's Emulsion.
Why Scott's Emulsion?
Because it stops the irritation; soothes the tissues and
heal;the affected membranes
When? Right away.
Scott's Emulsion begins to
helP with the first dose.
Ws'll send you•sample free upon mss.
SarIf & BOWN E. eon Pearl Street,?kw

Palmer Graves,
—OF—

Hopkinsville Lime Works
Wants to SELL you
LIE, CINDERS,
ROCK and DIRT
also BUY
COD WOOD and
S cond-hand Barrels
PINES—Home:Residence 1.01S91
Kil58. Cumberland: Residence,
504.

1,000
Spling and
Summer Styles
Of Imported Goods
Suitable for

ANTS AND SUITS
nits Ranging from $15 Up.
,
Pants $5.00 Up.
C411 early and get first choice.

i
Cleaning, Pressing and
Repairing a Specialty.

A McPherson
Horn

Phone 1i48

Phoenix Block

as It
Ever
Occurred
to You
That Your
Teeth
Need
Attention?
Come, have
them examined
FREE.
Aigood set of Teeth,

$5
1- eth Extracted FREE
When New Ones
Are Ordered
AO.- WORK
GUARANTEED

Louisville
Oental Parlors
Nola to Court House, HopkinsOil., Ky. Home Phone 1914.
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Ners
! Your doctor will tell you that
thin, pale, weak, nervous children become strong and well

by taking Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
Small

doses, for a few days.

Sarsaparilla

•-• •
WASHINGION. D. C., April 1.—(Special
that T. P. Shants. president of the Toledo. St

was announced today
Louie and Western railroad, had been appointed by lreeiderit Roosevelt chairman of the Panama Attorneys For Defence
Claim They Have Importcanal commission to succeed Admiral Walker, whose resignation was eked
for and accepted.
ant New Evidence.

The chanze is very prompt
And very marked. Ask your

At Benton, Sheriff ‘Valter Holland, convicted of killing Hardy

doctor why it is. He has our
formula

and will explain.

Keys, has been granted a new trial
by Special Judge Eli Brown, of
lom
'4:
.p
r ;1 iiPlabo
:3!..r
"
;...T3
i "
st,"
oo1:•11A
1
pletelY re,orm.1 no to hea lth
.iJtto l. St- ctc111333311.. Vineland. N.J.
ST. PETERSBURG,April 1—The report that Maxim Gorky, who is Owensboro.
J. C. AVM'00..
Judge Brown granted the motion
in the vicinity of Riga awaiting trial on the charges of sedition and treason
of
the attorneys for the defense on
would be allowed to go to Crimea to recuperate is correct. Owing to the
ground that they had discovered
the
condition of hir health Gorky has been granted the necessary permission to
go to the south of Russia. He has had several hemorrhages. Gorky has new evidence which will materially
',constipation prevent reCurs these seri P Ayers Pills. just completed a drama entitled "The Children of the Sun." His trial has affect the case.
The trial will come up at the next
been fixed for June 7.
term of the Marshall court.
Sheriff Holland,of Calloway county, was 4:3011s icted of killing Hardy
Keys at Murry and was given five
years in the penitentiary by the
jury.
The case has attracted much atST. PETERSBURG, April 1.—It is reported on high authority that
tention and persons interested on
former Viceroy Alexieff will be appointed Governor-General of Moscow, both sides have manifested considersucceeding the late Grand Duke Sergius.
able feeling.
"Men 13 11.0,141 oldt for m.ny month. no

tie Children

FORMER VICEROY ALEXIEFF TO BE
GOVERNOR GENERAL OF MOSCOW,.

JOON Ratliff, Who Slew

Col.

E. A. Starling, Crushed
to Death.

.1esse Ratliffe, aged tilt) -five, a reelikint of Kattawa, was struck by a
• paiwooffor train and instantly killed
on the Illinois Central track between
°^Rddyville and Kuttawa at 9 o'clock
*Monday. He was almost blind and
ithe Supposition is that he did not
•`•' boss and could not see the approach,.
‘1111111f theta. Be leaves a widow and
lerlital children.
esident of
ROBIN was a former ,
Aierth Christian and moved to Lyon
'lesety about twelve years ago. He
Nth* man who shot and killed Col.
.311,4k. Starling while the latter was
a political speech at Crofton
his race for sheriff. On •
of venue Ratliffe was tried
Caldwall circuit court mid
bed.

Ilky. State

Board

For Fran-

chise Taxes.
(Special to NOW Era.)
YRANKFORT,Ky., April 4.—The
Wats board of valuation beard repro.,Ementatives of the Lexington tic East,
Railroad company and the Ten_ANION Ceitral Railroad company in
tbe matter of their assessment fin
franchise tax purposes end passed
'fleshyup
the valuation of tech.
•

. Tbk total vs uation of the first mentioned company was placed at $1,652,-

Hopkinsvlile. Ky., June 7th, 1901.
Dr. E. W. Hall, St. Louis, Mo.—
Dear Sir: I suffered ten years with
severe kidney aid bladder troubles,
and at times was unable to work. I
was advised to try your Texas Wonder, and after using. one-fourth of
Rousing Welcome For President Roosevelt at Louisville. one bottle, I passed a large gravel,
and I have never suffered since pass—Introduced by Coy. Beckham and Created By
ing the same, three years ago. I
have recommended it to many other s,
who reported themseivee cured. I
most heartily recommend it to all
sufferers from kidney or bladder die
eases.
SAM DEAN.
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We have on
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display a4 nic: ea line
of high-grade work 0 you will find any
where--alsoea nice line of cheaper buggies at bottom prices. If you want a
buggy for every day 9se, one that will
stand Any sort of rough useage and w ill
not shake to pieces, 1:4ty one of our

I
Jobs. You will get olie of the strongest
and best naftde buggies you ever owned
and at a price that will not bankrupt
you. We have several carloads of these
and cheaper buggies and we Will save
you $5 or $10 on any grade buggy you
may select.
We have a fine display ,of harness
from $5 to $27.50 per set. It cost you
nothing to look. 14a us show you
through our stock.

A TEXAS WONDER.
One small bottle of the Texas Wonder, Hall's Great Discovery,cures all
kidney and bladder troubles, removes gravel, cures diabetes, seminal emissions, weak and lime books,
rheumatism and all irregularities of
the kidneys and bladder in both men
and women; regulates bladder troubles in children. If not sold by your
druggist, it will be sent by mall on
receipt of $1. One email bottle is
two months' treatment and seldom
fails to perfect a mire. Dr. E. W.
Hall, Pole matinfacturer, P. 0. Box
629, St. Louis, Mo. Seed for testimonials.
Sold by druggists and
Thomas D. Armistead.

(From Tuesday's Daily.)
Throe decrees of divorce were
granted in circuit court yesterday.
Nancy C. Roike was granted a divorce from Fred Roake.
The bonds of matrimony exi-tiug
between J. D. Kendrick and Belle V.
Kendrick were dissolved and the
plaintiff restored to all the right of
an unmarried man.
Tip Hobby was granted a divorce
from his wife, Jim Hobby.

LOUISVILLE, KV., April 4.-1 A., at Fourth avenue and Broadway,
Cheated Death.
Kentlickians cordially greeted Presi there were 500 school children who
'BOO. or $7.500 per mile and its franKidney trouble often ends fatally,
dent Roosevelt am+ his party today greeted the President with a song.
'base Salivation thou at $694,050. The
bit by choosing the right medicine,
and the two hours he spent here
While here the President was the
E. H. Wolfe, of Bear Grove, Iowa,
total valuation of the Tennessee Cenwere greatly enjoyed. Thousiteds of recipient of several handsome gifts.
cheated death. He says: "Two
tral company was fixed at $82,760, nr
visitors from all over the state were One an inkstand made from a piece years ago I had Kidney Trouble,
441,000 per mile, and its franchise val.
here and tne outpouring of people of wood taken from the tree that which caused me great pain, suffer'station at $65,000.
was very grecs'. He arrived at nine shaded the spring at the home of ing and anxiety, but I took Electric
o'clock on L. N. Short Line from Abraham Lincoln. in Lame county. Bitters, which effected a cornp.ete
cure I have also found them of
Cincinnati.
Another was a silver flagon, six- great
benefit in general debility
The train 'toped at Third avenue teen inches high and six inches in and nerve trouble, and keep them
and A street and the Preisident enter- diameter, containing water taken constantly on hand, since, as I find
The professional card of Dr. T. D.
they have no equal." L. L. Elgin,
ed a carriage, along with the other from the spring which quenched the
Anderson & Fowler druggist,guaran'•Rudd appears in this impression of
members of his party and the various thirst of the juvenile Lincoln. The tees them at
50c.
The New Era and to it the attention
escort committees and prominent inkstand was beautifully mounted in
of readers is respectfully directed.
guests. The party moved in Third silver. The flagon is adorned with
Dr. Rudd is a graduate of the Kenavenue to Broadway, where a stop an empire wreath and crown. Still
tucky School or Medicine at LouisMaj. E. B. Bassett inspected Comwas made in honor of the G. A. R. another, and the most handsome,
ville and haa extensive and valuable
and Confederate Veterans. The pa- was a large silver vase tilled with or- pany A, Third Kentucky regiment,
experience as a. practi,ioner. He
rade then moved down Broadway to chids. This vase is eighteen 'lichee at Bowling Green last night. He repracticed his profession seven years
Fourth avenue, in Fourth avenue to high and ten inches in diameter, and turned home today.
In Webster county. Dr. Rudd has
Jefferson street, and down Jefferson has a rococo border. On it are enlived in Hopkinsville two years,
Won a Name Of Fame.
to the court house steps, where a graved the words,"Louisville, April,
much of his time being necessarily
DeWitt's Little Early Risers, the
reviewing and speaking stand had 1905." These gifts were presented
devoted to the settlement of the
during the ceremonies on the review- famous little pills, have been made
been erected.
estate of his father-in-law, the late
famous by their certain, yet harming
stand at the courthouse steps.
The president delivered a short adless and gentle action upon the bowDr. A. E. Bentley, and to other busels and liver. They have no equal
iness interests. He will now devote dress thanking the citizens for their
Affords Protection.
for biliousness, constipation, etc.
his entire time to the practice of his courtesies. He was introduced by
They do not weaken the stomach,
The
recently
enacted
Gov.
Beckham.
From
the
law
reviewing
for
the
profession.
gripe, or make you feel sick. Once
registration of trade-marks went in- used
always
Dr. Rudd's office is in the McDan- stand the President was escorted to
preferred.
They
iel building, opposite the courtlimee, 7th street station when he boarded a to effect Saturday, and many appli- strengthen. Sold by R. C. Hardtrain for San Antonio, Tex., to at- cations are expected, The present wick.
en Sixth and Main streets.
the reunion of Rough Riders of law protects trade-marks only on
tend
-goods used in foreign commerce but
the Southwest.
In the line of march were about the new law affords general protecThe tenant is under a life sentence
The Madisonville, Commercial forty carriage's containing represent- tion.
of servitude. Try the Hopkinsville
Cab I.taking steps looking to the atives of the local camps of ConfedBuilding & Loan Association and
bstlifiss of a railroad from Provi- erate Veterans and poste of the 0.

We have jut received the
prettiest line of Spring Silks
and White Goo4s ever seen in
Hopkinsville.
Don't fail to see them.
A Large Shipment of New Spring
Patterns in Mattings Just Received

1. M. JONES,
HopKinsville.Hy

As
Guard4n,
Trustee, Agent,etc.
rest upon
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FIRST MORTGAGE
REAL ESTATE BONDS.
i
Funds and Faithful Pbrformance as
Executor and Administrator
Secured by

and Double Liability
ofStochhOldera.

Capital StocK

PLANTERS BANK & TRUST CO.

.4

APARTMENT HOUSE DON'T GET PUTS ON WAR PRINT'„ P7 at
.4
TO BE ERECTED BY JOHN
C. ELLIS.

BLUE

AND COES AFTER MEMBERS OF JURIES.

You may feel
out of sorts,
all run down, Red Hot Roast By Pembroke
Valuable
Buys
Bell
cross,irritable,
Journal.--The Fate
John
headache,back
VirOn
of Holland.
Building Sites
ache, nervous,
ginia Street.
discouraged,
blue—but you
need not. Eat
The editor of the Pembroke Jourwhat you want, nal in its current issue makes a sav▪
• John G. Ellis is having plans pre- keep regular hours,get plenty of
age attack on the juries in the crimipared for an apartment house, which sleep and take a small dose of
nal cases of the present term of cit.be expects to have built in the near
cuit court and concludes by insisting
future. It will be the first large
upon the death penalty for Geo. Holbuilding of the sort in HopkinsvIlle.
land. He writes in part as follows:
It Is proposed to erect the house on
"The awful precedent set by the
the site of the old Ellis home on Clay
whieh sat in the celebrated
juries
attest. It will be two stories high after each meal. If constipated,
cases at the beginning of
Pembroke
before
tablespoonful
and contain six apartments of Six take a
the present term of court is being
bed.
to
going
rooms each, equipped with all modMrs. Sarah A. McCracken, of Corning, Ohio, closely followed, to the utter disgust
in Taylorern improvements. The cost of the writes as follows: -While visiting
ville, Ill., I came across your Dr. Caldwell's of law-abiding people. Petty offendbuilding will be between $16,000 and Syrup Pepsin. I have used two and one-half
bottles, audit has done me more good than all ers are made to pay the penalty,
the medicine I have used for two yesre
$110,000.
Pleas* let me know if you will send me three while thieves and murderers are
will cost to send it
John Bell has purohased from or four bottles and whet it Ohio,
and oblige." given their freedom, with an added
W Corning. Perry County,
Robert Knight, of Louisville, one of
Your druggist sells this rem- encouragement to continue to transtbe most valuable building additions
if he is a good druggist. gress the laws of God and man. Our
edy
in this city, consisting of ten acres 50c and $1.00 bottles.
lawmakers would best serve the infronting on South Virginia street.
Your Illeaey Beek
terests of the people by framing a
H It Out Benefit You
Ms property has until recently been
law that would make idiots incomtied up in the settlement of an es- PEPSIN SYRUP CO.,ilentliello,IU. petent for jury service. One of the
tate. Me, Bell proposes to divide it
-For Sale by R. C. Hardwick crying needs of the times is a law
into building iota and offer them for
which will exclude extreme ignorsale. One front lot was sold today
ance from the jury box. Until this
to Will 'Stowe, who will build
is done neither the guilty nor the inlhandsoms house on it at once.
(From Saturday's Daily)
nocent can get justice. By all means
Dr. A. H. Edwards hnd Mrs. L. E. Mrs. L. Davis returned to Hopkins- elevate the standard of the Juries.
Shelby have let the contract for the vine after a visit tu Mrs. J. I). Sory. Unless this is done, no man can hope
Hustler.
aroodon of a handsome colonial resi- —Madisouville
to obtain exact Justice this side of
dence on South Main street to cost Miss Sadie Frankel has gone to the great judgment bar of God.
Atlanta, Ga., to visit relatives.
06,000.
"A Hopkinsville correspondent of
to
Mr. C. W. Bennett. of Sebree, who
preparing
is
• Dr. R. L. Woodard
Fairview Review expresses the
the
the
for
nominee
Democratic
,build $4,000 residence on Virginia is the
office of County Attorney of Webster opinion that the death sentence of
street.
county, is le the elty, stopping at the old George Holland, the only one of
Hill House. on Ninth street.
the nine Pembroke murderers who
Mrs. Elisabeth Dillman is visiting received a sentence beflitting the
In Hartford.
bloody crime,'will yet be commuted
Mrs. J. W. Watfleld, of Pensacola, to life imprisonment.' True, HolFlorida, is visiting relatives in the land is no more guilty than his brute
Will Deliver High School city.
companions, but because they escapCommencement Address.
Miss Lula Keesee, of Clarksville, ed a just punishment is no reason
Is a guest of Mrs. Gordon Nelson.
why Holland should not pay the
The Rev. Dr. Carter Helm Jones, Maj. E. B. Bassett has returned penalty with his neck. The people
Louisville, one of the most eloquent from Nashville.
of Pembroke have given most liband obarming speakers in KentucMiss Mary Dyer has returned to erally of their time and means in an
ky, bee been engaged to deliver the Evansville after a visit to Miss Mar- attempt to hang these negroes and
mins& address at the cemmence- tha Kelly.
hang them legally. Their efforts
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Yost went
meat exercises of the Hopkinsville
have almost failed and the disaphigh school. Supt. Taylor is to be Louisville today to visit relatives.
pointment is bitter. They are not
congratulated on securing Dr. Jones' Miss Carry Moore has gone to
willing that such a silly sentiment
Marion to spend Sunday with relaservices.

"m

Dr.Cttldwell's
Syrup Pepsin

NotesAbout People

lt1011//6
(dil
1.

From Chicago, every day, March 1 to May 15, 1905,to San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, Sacramento and many other points in
California. Tickets good in tourist sleeping cars. %ate for double
berth, Chicago tO San Francisco, Los Angeles, Santa Barbara,Sacramento
and many other points in California, $7. Through train service from
Union Passenger Station, Chicago, via the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Union Pacific Southern POIfIc Line
AND

If you are thinking of such a trip, this is your opportunity to make
it at least expense.
Handsome book descriptive of California sent for six cents' postage.
F. A. MILLER,
General Passenger Agent,
rum Railway Exchange,
CHICAGO.

Of,

TOTACREMEMPHIS

Complete information will be sent free on receipt of
this coupon with blank lines filled. Coupon should
be mailed to-day.

Street Address
City
Probable Destination

C NS IPATI N
YouTake Quivine
It's 10 to 1 you do it you are a victim
of malaria.
Don't Do It. It's Dangerous.
V,'0'11 admit it will cure malaria, but it leavea
almost deadly after effects.

HERBINE

gardless of the epriag race meeting the Fairview vicinity, will move to
if opkinsville soon to reside....Mairtee liugh Redmond has returned to
liopitinsville alter a visit to his
g,rendparents, Mr. and Mrs. S. H.
1),ckins,s1.—Pembroke Journal.
Mrs. Mary Woodard Nieto: several

TRY IT TO-DAY.
All Drxtggists.
50 Cents n. Bottle.

others, but he refused to do so. Had

days recently in HopkinsVille with be made is clean breast of Lne affair
h.--; brother, Mr. J. D. Russell, who
the public would
one been quite ill, but is now improv. the sympathy of

h3 purely vegetable and absolutely guaranteed
;Ai cure malaria, Lick headache, biliousness,
and all stomach,kidney and liver complaints.

Sold by Ray(a Fowler and L. L. Elgin

tmuisviVe and Nashville !Railroad

have been with Min, but he sealed
Effective April lath.
fate when he refused. No effort
his
TIME CARD.
Mrs. William Selzer, of Evaiie•
SOUTH.
NORTH.
his
that
see
to
now
spared
be
will
viIle, and Miss Ida Bowling,of Crof618 p m
19.41 am No 61 St Louis Express
No62 St Louis Express
tee. are visiting Miss Della Coombs, days of crime are ended.
54 St LOU'S Fast Mail.. 10:20 p m *No 63 St Louis Fast Mail...5:40 a re
No
rn South Virginia ell., et.
,
No 93 Chicago and New
So 112 Chicago amid New
12:01 am
Orleans Limited
5.40 a m
Orleans Limited
No 56 Hopkinsville Accom..8:45 pm No 66 Hopkinsvide Acoom..8:40 am
It Keeps the Feet Warm
Jog —Elkton Times.

and Dry.
Ask today for Alien's Foot-Ease, a
powder. It cures chilblains,swollen,
damp feet
)W ill progress, he will continue for sweating, sore, aching,
druggists and shoe stores, 25.
all
At
(teen full days, with three sermons
Adjudged Insane.
sch day. Mr. Jones has tint held
nvicee of any duration in this eity
ir a number of yes., and the o!d El Spencer, who lived in the Sulrditorium, which he had built for phur Springs country, was brought
he held his last to town last Saturday and tried be414fe,

VERDICT FOR $1,000
( From Saturday's Daily)

Dr,King's
New Discovery

lin Favorite.

Illinois
Central
Railroad

v.: L..
•.:"CtliTAAL •

TIME
CARD

•

kruFaive sunaay, April 3rd.
NO. 386, DAILY.
Leav s Hopkinsville
6'4C am

Arriv s Princeton.,
" Paducah

740 a in

9-25* in
. 11:36 am
Cairo....
arriv 8 St. Louis..
6:16 p m
Array s Chicago .... ... 10:50 p m
—
NO.332, DAILY
heave HopkineVille
11:20 a m

Arriv el Princeton
" Henderson.

..12:2,3 pm

Evansville...
Leave lirincetoti
Arrive Louisville
Leave Princeton
Arriv s Paducah
Arri • s Memphis.
arriv s New Oqesne.
"

6:00 p m
6:25 p ni
12.39 p oi
5:35 p in
2:36 p m
4:15 p m
10:60 p m

10:00 a m

NO 340 DAILY
Lew:, s Hnpkinsville
i'l rrilr ..:

Pereeeten.

Loewe o el'IlletatIli •
4 1,fluieriii..
Arriv.

Leav s Princeton
Arri - , Memphis.

4:30 p ni
6110jLni
257 a m
760 a in
2.85 a in
8•20 a m

" New Orleans
71.6 p m
*Does net stop
Nos E2 and 64 connect at St Louis for all points west.
daily ar Hopkinsville 9:40 am
No 61 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points as far south as Erir No
"
3:60 p m
No 3l daily ar
and foi Louisville,Cincinnati and the east.
it:25 a m
"
Nos. 53 and 55 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cu No le daily ar
chiliad and all points north and east thereof. Nos 53 and 55 also connect F W JIARLOW. D. P. A.,
J. B. MALLON, Agt
Lo leville
AGAINST THE LOUISVILLE for Memphis and way points.
H.opkineville
No. 92 mile through te Chicago and will not cam' paesengers to points
&NASHVILLE RAILROAD south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.

The jury ill the suit for $5,000 damtabernacle when
ages brought by H. W. Derwin
,ries of meetings here, is now a the- fore Judge McClanahan for lunacy. against the Louisville & Nashville
Investigation of the
re, with a stock company perform- After a careful
railroad company returned a verdict
to the concluscame
jury
the
facts,
g every afternoon and evening.
for the plaintiff in the sum of $3,000.
ion that Spencer was of unsound The verdict was signed by nine of
mind and returned a verdict accord- the twelve jurors. The plaintiff alingly. The Bible seems to be his one leged that he was badly injured by
theme. It mattered not what ques- being thrown to the ground from one
tion might arise, he undertook to of the defendant's trains, which was
prove his side of the controversy by violently jerked forward while he
WITH
the scriptures, He said that he was ge'Aing off at the station here.
didn't mind being taken to Hopkins- The suit was brought by L. Yonts,
ville, but he didn't like the idea of who was assisted in the trial by
Prise
CNSUMPTION
•
missing his Sunday school.—Frank10c &SECO
°CONS aid
Breathitt. The rail-

Free Trial.

0 ES ITS CRIP.

upon ou the moment you
begin king the celebrated

DR. CARLSTEDT'S GERMAN LIVER POWDER. All stomach disorders cured by
this greatest of all constitutional remedies. Ask your druggist—if he hasn't it we will send It o you, prepaid. $1 per bottle.
Chemists, Evansville, Ind.
Trial- Wee, 23e. Address, at once, AMERICAN PNARMACAL CO.. Manutactu

series of services at the First MethoMiss Louisa Noursie, who 1:aa been is in thorough accord with that do'.
dist Church of this city Sunday ill three weeks with fever, is better. cision. Only the governor of Kenmorning, and he aniw tames that, reMr. and Mrs. W. Ir. Hall, of the
can now prevent the hanging,
tucky
and he will be guided by public opinion. A respite was granted Holland
at the instance of the CO11111101)wealth in the Mire that he would
take the witness stand, against the

W. S. HOWELL,
General Eastern Agent,
381 Broadway,
NEW YORK CITY.

Name

REV. OR. JONES

as that which prompts the Hopkinstives.
vine correspondent shall cheat the
Daily.)
Friday's
(From
Maj. John D. Anderson. of Nash• gallows of its due if it can be prepresident of the Empire Coal vented. It must be remembered
Co., is in the city.
that George Holland has faced a jury
MEMPHIS,Term., April 1—Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Jarrett for the last time. Toe highest court
Sam P. Jones, the noted Southern have moved into their new home on in this commonwealth has said that
revivalist, is scheduled to begin a East Seventh street.
his sentence Is just. Public opinion

•

Judge James
road company was represented by
Judge Joe McCarron and Judge C.H.
Bush.

A J cDougall. D P A.,New Orleans
No. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St. A ugustint A H Benson, Li P A., Chicago.
and Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Connects
Jno 4 Scott, A G PA., Memphis
and West.

Guthrie for points east

J C. HOOE' Ag

PAR
HAIR BALSAM

Demmer and beauune• the I.
rromotes S luxuriant meth
Never Palle to Restore bray
Neir to it. Youthful Color.
Cure. Kelp d•,..ear•• bah•
an, LOO Dru

BRAME'S STABLE
Successor to Golay dr Brame. Cor. 7th & V ir. Sts.

LIVERY AND FEED STABLE
For a nice drive, up-to-date rigs and courteous attention give
me a call. Hack service for the city—meeting all trains. Funeral and wedding parties a specially. Home phone 1818, Cumber
laud phone 32. I will be glad to have all my friends give me
their patronage.

Howard Brame, 410 Hophinsville, Ky.

Nasal

CATARRH
In Iii its stages.

Ely's Cream Balm
cleanse,soothes and heals
the dideasrd rnembra•a.
It cureacatarrh and driver
cold kl the bead
sway
quickiji
cremelab Is placed into the noodle,spreads
ever the sosetbrane and ia absorbed. Relief ls ho•

mediate sadaeneitollowa It la sot dryhas—doee
Dot proemssessig. Lary Mae,so owls*Drier
ekes oe by mall;SW& Oise,10 Nat&
JILT F BINITEM111,55 Warren easeL Nee Y.

CIIIIITED1
SUICIDE
FEARED
CHINGE1N
HEALTH

EXPRESSIVE NAME
FOR INDIGESTION.

—Pt
' ride'. loss on his residence is
I
covered by insurance.
The court
bonse was slightly damaged.

CADIZ IN BAD LUCK

L. L. Elgin Has Simple Remedy
IS WANTED BY CITIZENS NORTH CHRISTIAN CURL
ANOTHER FIRE IN B um_
That is Guaranteed to Cr:re the
MYSTERIOUSLY MISSING
OF CLARKSVILLE
NESS SECTION
Trouble.

is the

Most
Important

Mass Meeting Tells Repre- Happenings in the County
sentative What Town
Reported by the New Era's
Most Needs.
Correspondents.

The manufacturers of Royal
Baking Powder have had 40
years of scientific experience.
Every method of bread-andcake raising has been exhaustively studied in this country and
abroad.
The result is a perfect product in Royal Baking Powder.
There is no substitute for it.
The purity and efficiency of
Royal Baking Powd-r have
been commended by the highest
authorities of the world.
These facts mean two important things to ai! housekeepers:

At a mass meeting of Clarksville
Miss Mattie Orten, dati;liter of
citizens there was a spirited discus- Richard Orten,of Lantripe,this coun
sion of proposed changss in the city ty, has been missing from her home
charter and Representative Cun- for two weeks, and all efforts to find
ningham was iaetructed to make the her have been unavailable. The day
following provisions in the bill before her disappearance she told
the Tennessee general her sister she would not be with her
alwaye. Her parents are greatly
1. The furnace quarry is to be ex- troubled and suicide is one of the
cluded from the city limits.
theories advanced. The girl was
2. The city bonds are never to be nineteen years old, and very attractpending in
assembly.

less than par.
ive. She had no love affair to cause
3. Gives the city the right to es- an elopement and took no clothing
tablish a board of health.
or money with her.
4. Gives the city the right to con-

Dogwood Doings.
demn property for city purposes.
—Owing to the spring weather,
5. Gives the recorder the authorL
ty, at his discretion, to imprison farm work is progressing nicely and
offenders 100 days instead of 90 days. considerable gardening has been

First: that Royal Bakinb
Powder is healthful and
makes wholesome food.
Second:that Royal Baking Powder makes food
good to taste.

BAKING
ROYAL POWDER

6. Gives the city right to collect done.
— A very able sermon was delivpavement charges in Chancery
ered last 4th Sunday morning at the
court.
election Baptist Church by Rev. B. F. Hyde,
7. Empowers county
commissioners to hold city elec- from the text, "My times are in thy
tions.

ABSOLUTELY
PURE

CRACK SHORTSTOP
SIGNED BY THE LOCAL
BALL TEAM

hands" psalms 31 chap. 15 verse.

— Rev. H. C. Ford preached, Sun
8, Gives the board of mayor and
aldermen the right to decide its own day afternoon at the Christian
Church.
contests.
—A house on Lee Walkers farm,
9. Changes time of electing city
which was occupied by Mrs. Pike
officers from the first meeting night
and children, was destroyed by tire
In February after the incoming
last week. Mrs. Pike being away
Board until the July meeting.
from house at the time, lost all her
10. Gives the assessor 90 days inhousehold goods.
stead of 30 days to make assess--Miss Laura Boyd, daughter of
ments.
Monroe Boyd is very sick, and not
11. (hives the board of mayor and
expected to recover.
aldermen the right to back assess
—Misses Nora and Ona Walker
property for three years.
visited friends in Hopkineville Sat12. Changes the name of city marurday and Sunday.
shal to the name of city tax .collec—Chas. West of Hopkinsville spent
tor, and gives him the power to advertise and sell property for delin- Saturday night and Sunday with his

College Pitcher Accepts
Terms—Hillary Alexander
Returns Here.
quent taxes.

brother Geo. West, our merchant
DI Board to elect a mayor pro who has been sick for quite a while
tem. to serve in the absence of the
— Mrs. Joe -Fruit spent several
Mayor.
Shannon Paschal, W. Little Rock,
days at the home of her father, E.
14. No ordinance shall become a
Ark., has finally accepted the terms law unless pissed on two readings M. Barnes last waek.
offered by the Hopkinsville team. on separate dates.
--Mamie Alarms of Hopkins Co.
Paschal is a shortstop and is the man
visited her sister Mrs. Minnie King
who was wanted so badly last year
recently.
Newts wbat If'411 sat.
by the local management but they
—Mrs. Edward Clark and Miss
could never agree on terms. He is 4-444-44-++++++-44-‘4++11-114-•-•-+++ Cora Wilkins of Hopkineville paid a
said to be an exceptionally fast and
short visit to our town last week.
sure fielder and strong thrower and
—Miss Emma Johnson who has

No one word better expresses the
condition of the sufferer from weak
otomach or indigestion than "misery." The stomach is weak and Cannot digest the food, so that there is
no appetite, there are pains and griping in the stomach and bowels, the
head and back ache, and the misersgoes to every organ.
Strengthen the stomach and the
digestive eyetem by the use ofMi-ona. This is the only stomach remedy known that gives relief by
strengthening the stomach and digestive organs. It is this principle
that makes it a certain cure for indigestion. Other medicines may give
temporary relief by helping digest
the food, tut they de not strengthen
the stomach, and that organ gets
weaker and weaker all the time.
L. L. Elgin the reliable retail druggist has so much confidence in this
remarkable remedy that he will guar
antee a cure, or the money will be
refunded. NI i-o-ea costs but 50 cents
a box. Ask to see the strong guarantee given-with every box.
Mi-o-ua is in tablet form and
should be taken bafore each meal.
Other remedies for stomach troubles
and indigestion are taken after the
meal, and decompose the good food
you, eat, but Mi-o-na used before
eating strengthens the stomach,
soothes and heals all irritation and
inflammation, enriches the blood,
and puts the stomach in such a
healthy co ition that it will take
care of the food itself and there will
.
be no pain and suffering.

ARTICLES FILED

Cadiz has been particularly unfor-'
ivunate in the way of fires. In Jaily,"
902, the business heart of the town .
, as burned at an immense loss, and
iarly tile year there was a ;16,000
Ore In the business district.

The Losses Will Aggregate
$20,000 With $6,000
Insurance.

RD HOUR TRIAL
(Special to New Era.)

SHEPHERDSVILLE, KY.,April
Cadiz suffered last night its second
4.—The defense in the Barbour trial
big fire of the year, half a block of
introduced all of its witnesses. It
business buildings in the heart of
i thought that the case may go to
town being destroyed at a loss of
die jury Saturday. Dr. H.H.Grant,
$20,000, with $6,000 insurance,
Who performed the operation on 1'
The fire originated In Hancock's Hagan, was
called as a witness for
grocery, south of court house square, the
defense. He said his eiXAM IDSthe origin being unknown. That on of
the wound showed thst_
building, the postoffice and contents, Pullet
which produced death had
and Diekerson's moat strop, all the dritered
from behind; Hugh Dowhouses being owned by C. H. Haw- tiey
testified that Hagan had given
ides and valued at $3,500 with no infilm a gun and promised him money
surance, were first consumed.
4nd property if he would kill Barhotel owned by Dr. hour. Attorneys for the CommonW. C. Cunningham went next. This 4ealth say that they will introduce
building was valued at $3.500 with 'Illnesses who will itnpreach the •
$1,000 insurance. Mitchell's saloon tOstimony of Downey.
and F. F. McBride's residence were

4

partially burned.
All of the buildings were of frame
and, fanned by a stiff breeze, burned
CLASSIC
COMEDY
rapidly. Splendid work was ac- 1"The School for Scandal,"
Shericomplished by the volunteer fire de- Ian's famous play, will be
present- .11
partment, which saved the entire 41 in the chapel at Bethel
Female. c
block from destruction. The fire, College on the night of April 21, by
•
which started in the rear end of Ole pupils of the institution.
Hancock's grocery, had gained can- ;Rehearsals have been in progress
siderable headway before it was die- sioteral weeks and the various park

4

covered. Mr. Hancock saved a large
e admirably cast. A cnatming perpart of his stock, his loss beirig about fklirmance is promised.
$300. Everything in the poetoifice 'Special attention is being given to
was burned. Eli Dickerson, col., lost the proper stage settings and the cos •

Incorporating the Anderson
his meat shop aril grocery, the loss timing of the play will be handsome.
& Fowler Drug Company. i being
$800. W.

L. Hillman saved a
:large portion of the furniture from
Articles were flied today ineorpor- his hotel, his
loss amounting to Bevating the Anderson dt Fowler Drug
eral hundred dollars being covered
company. The capital stock is $6,000
by insurance. Mitchell's saloon, next
In shares of f100 each. The incorporto Hatie,ock's grocery, was injured
ators are Judge A. H. Anderson, L.
but not burned down. His loss is
E. Fowler and Elmer Coates.
$800 with WO insurance. Mr. Mc-

'Admission will be fifty cents for ;
adults and twenty-five cents for ohil- 4
dl•en.

,Gish a oarner's Wild Goose Liniuient cures rheumatism and neuralgia. TOUCHES THE SPOT. At silt
druggists.
deodwtf

Redol Dyspepsia Cure

is able to deliver the goods with the
stick. He is expected to prove the

been attending school here, has returned to her home near Kelley.

best shortstop in the league.
"Doctor" Alexander's signed &antract liss also been received. The

Much to the regret of the
Pt ople.

Doctor pitched good eall last year as
well as playing well in other positions, and the fans are glad to know
he will be on the team again this
year. He will be the only southpaw
on the local team unless some changes
are made. Claud Veach, an outfielder, has also sent in his signed contract. Garnett Brown, pitcher for
the Central university team and said
to be exceptionally good, has accep•ed terms and a contract has been for-warded to him.

Laxative
Sarsaparilla!

and have many other crops to prize.

From every quarter comes fresh praise for
our pattern hats. The ladies tell us our pat-

Spring with its debilitating
weather is here and nearly ev-

—Chairman W. W. Radford is in!
Clarksville and Guthrie in the interest of the tobacco organization.

terns were by far the prettiest and the prices more moderate than were ever seen in

—The Christian County Sunday
Scnool association will meet with
Olivet Baptist church on April 19th.

the city before.

Everyone is invited to attend.

large number of orders we receive daily.
Easter Is now two weeks off and it looks

ery one needs a good medicine
to purify the system and get it
iii

,

Cheated Death.

Kidney trouble often ands fatally,
bit by choosing the right medicine,
E. H. Wolfe, of Bear Grove, Iowa,
chested death. He says: "Two
years ago I had Kidney Trouble,
which caused we great pain, suffering and anxiety, but I took Electric
Bitters, which effected a compete
cure. I have also found them of
great benefit in general debility
and 'niftve trouble, and keep them
constantly oti hand, since, as I find
they have no equal." L. L. Elgin,
Anderson ra Fowler druggist, guarantees them at 50c.

Daughters of Confederacy.
——
The Christian couuty chapter of
the Daughters of the Confederacy
will hold iti regular monthly meeting Saturday afternoon at three
o'clock at Hotel Lathorn. A full attenderize is desired.

Pillsbury Demented.
Henry N. Pillsbury, the American
'whose marvelous
chess champion‘
• exhibition here is well remembered
by Hopkinsville people, became suddenly demented a tow days ago

Philadelphia.

at

young

BUY YOUR
EASTER
BONNET NOW

proper condition to withstand

the hot summer days.
We have had prepared especially for us one of the beet earsparilla compounds to be had and
in addition to the other ingredients have added a laxative
which rids the body of its impurities through the regular
channels.
In order to introduce th i
medicine, the regular price of
which is $1, per bottle, we will
sell a:limited number of bottles
for The. when accompanied by
the following coupon. First
come, first served,and only one
bottle will be sold to the same
person under this offer.

Howell Happenings.
— Messrs. Anderson and Baber
have stopped prizing tobacco in the
McKnight factory until a season.
They have prized several hogsheads

—We see that some Sunday schools
are reporting their attendance, so
you can put Olivet Sunday school
down for 110 last Sunday.
—Grafton Dickson, of Masonville,
visited our city last Saturday on business.
—Rev. J. A. Kirtley, of your city,
recently gave a missionary sermon
to the saints at Olivet.
—Chas. N. Fox's sister of Trigg
county, recently made him a visit
and spent a few days.
—0. M. Wilson, who is representing the Forbes M'f'g Co., is selling
several buggies, etc., in this territory.

1

This coupon is good for 25c on
the purchase of a bottle of Ray
a Yowler's Laxative Covapound
Extract of Harvaparilla, regular
price $1.00
Purchaser

Ray 86 Fowler
Druggists.
9th and Main Sts

— Rev. W. H. Vaughan and wife,
of Fairview, passed through here
yesterday err route to his wife's mother's to spend a few days.
—Mrs. F. E. Wilsou has returned
from Pembroke after an extended
visit to her son, Edward.
—Mrs. John Fulcher has returned
to Mr. W.E. Allen's after a-,vieit of
several days in Fairview.
—INCOGNITO.
April 6, 1906.

I heir belief in this is evidencsd by the

as if our trimmimg room will be oVer-run
with orders. If you have ideas of yotir own
about your Easter fiat come at on4e and
consult our trimmer and Insure gettitig your
hat for Easter.
If you delay placing your order for the last
days before Easter we cannot insure to fill
your order in time.
This is the one place where you can select
your materials and be sure to get a hat that
looks just like you expected it.

J. H. Anderson C
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